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An encounter with police often involves more than just the police officer and the individual person. This Article highlights one particular actor integral to police investigations: the medical professional. Medical professionals, whether they be physicians, nurses, nurse practitioners, or other healthcare providers, become part of investigations in many ways. They notify police of crimes. They facilitate police questioning. They provide information gleaned from patient conversations, patient belongings, and their bodies.

The intertwined relationship between medical professionals and law enforcement is embedded in the legal and regulatory framework. A constellation of laws directs medical professionals to cooperate with law enforcement with very little countervailing authority or guidance on when they should not. These laws force medical professionals—even when they act with good intentions—to move away from medical judgment and be coopted as “cops in scrubs.” Ultimately, the existing legal and regulatory regimes are insufficient in guarding against overbroad police and medical authority. I explore three categories of overlap between medical professionals and law enforcement: crime reporting, questioning of patients, and evidence procured through medical procedures. This exploration reveals a spectrum of how medical professionals act in response to their responsibilities to public safety. Medical professionals may be acting in their role as healthcare providers in the face of difficult ethical, legal, and moral obligations or acting in concert with police. This wide spectrum results in part from courts broadly construing medical professionals’ duties to public safety, the insufficient accounting of the particular potency of medical professionals as aid-to or part of police investigations, and the inadequacies of existing criminal procedure safeguards.

The relationship between medical professionals and law enforcement must be viewed against the backdrop of historical and contemporary racial discrimination and bias by law enforcement and medical institutions. The inadequate regulation of the overlap of medical professionals and law enforcement puts poor and racial minorities groups...
at risk of experiencing an amplified and compounded bias. This Article highlights that potential aggregated effect where people may experience not only worse medical outcomes but also criminal punitiveness because of their race and class. The Article concludes by suggesting doctrinal and statutory changes and other prescriptions as countervailing authority that would allow medical professionals to push back against overbroad police authority.

INTRODUCTION

More than a year has passed since the murder of George Floyd and the massive protests that followed. The initial fervor of calls to change how our country polices has somewhat abated. Though legislatures have proposed—and some have passed—changes to police reform laws, jurisdictions are struggling to figure out how to address the problems of policing. The Senate has yet to vote on the George Floyd Justice in Policing Act passed by the House; the proposed law would


make it easier to federally prosecute police cases, creates penalties for racial and religious profiling, and eliminate qualified immunity for law enforcement. Some municipalities have shifted city and local budgets away from police to mental health and crisis intervention. Calls continue for systemic change to policing at the federal, state, and local levels.

Police are the obvious subject of this heightened scrutiny and calls for reform and change. But the work of policing is not carried out by police alone. Encounters with police often involve more than the police officer and the individual citizen. Scholars have highlighted the ways that law enforcement work overlaps with school teachers and officials, welfare officers, social workers, probation officers, and medical professionals. Police investigative work is shared by these other institutions and institutional actors who interact with the same groups most vulnerable and susceptible to the harms of policing. These other institutional actors can act as the eyes and ears of police by reporting suspected crimes. They help police with searches and questioning. They provide police with information that later serves as the basis for subpoenas, warrants, and arrests.

Medical professionals stand out among these other actors for their unique expertise, relationship, and proximity to potential crimes and individuals involved in crimes. The racial reckoning that swept across
the nation last year also touched medical organizations and medical professionals. Doctors, nurses, and other medical providers participated in the widespread protests after the killing of George Floyd. They gave accounts of witnessing police abusing their authority over patients. Last November, the American Medical Association passed a new position statement announcing police brutality as a public health concern and acknowledging the role medicine has played in perpetuating racial bias in medical treatment and other racial inequities in the medical profession.10

Medical professionals become part of police investigations in more ways than as witnesses to overbroad policing. Medical professionals notify law enforcement of suspected crime and provide information to police obtained from patient conversations.11 They provide information gained from patient conversations to police. They direct police officers to patients for interrogation and may even verify and assure the police officers that the patients are able to answer questions.12 They conduct the procedures to obtain material, such as blood and other items from patients' bodies that serve as the basis for arrest and/or future criminal prosecution.13 When calls for change to policing funding and structures include shifting resources to care settings, the relationship between law enforcement and medical professionals must be fully accounted for and examined.

In this Article, I continue my study of the merging of two realms: policing and medical care.14 I previously focused on the criminal procedure implications of police presence in one particular healthcare setting, the emergency room. My critiques included the routine recognition by courts of the assistance medical professionals provide to law enforcement as lawful and laudable examples of good citizenship. Constitutional safeguards meant to protect individuals instead shield police and medical professionals from legal scrutiny.15 This Article hones in on the relationship between these two sets of professionals, and examines the policing implications from the medical professionals’ perspective and the health laws, ethics, and professionals norms that apply to them.

This Article argues that the intertwined relationships between medical professionals and law enforcement are created by and deeply

11. Infra, Parts I(B); III(A).
12. Infra, Parts I(B); III(B).
13. Infra, Parts I(B); III(C).
14. See generally Song, Policing the Emergency Room, supra n.11. This article argued that the emergency room has become a place where police have wide latitude to conduct investigations, as they do on the street, with the assistance of medical providers and in a place where patients are likely to come from racial minority groups.
15. Id. at 32.
embedded in legal and regulatory regimes. A growing number of medical professionals are pushing back against this intertwined relationship between medical providers and police. Healthcare providers in San Francisco started a movement called #DPHMustDivest to remove the Sheriff's department from the city's clinic and public hospital. After yet another police killing at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, health workers organized and spoke out against police presence in their hospital and have been a major voice in calling for the Los Angeles Board of Supervisors to change the county hospital's policies regarding law enforcement presence. But both efforts face obstacles in existing laws, regulations, and institutional practices.

The current legal and regulatory regimes are askew. By virtue of their professional skills, expertise, and access to patients, medical professionals who participate in police investigations cannot be viewed as simply "good citizens." Their particular expertise and access make them especially potent collaborators in police investigations. Yet these regimes permit or cause medical professionals to act as "cops in scrubs" and allow law enforcement to deploy their authority through medical professionals. The governing framework facilitates, mandates, and encourages medical professionals to act more or less in alignment with law enforcement objectives rather than their medical judgment and standard of care. An array of federal and state laws impose duties and obligations on medical professionals to cooperate with law enforcement. At the same time, very little counterbalances the host of federal and state laws that tell medical professionals how they must or can participate in police investigations. Scant and inadequate legal guardrails mean that it is difficult to distinguish and monitor medical professional conduct that is inevitably intertwined with law enforcement goals from deliberate and coopted actions where medical providers take on public safety policing themselves in contravention to the interests of their patients.

The absence of sufficient countervailing legal authority makes it difficult for medical professionals to push back against overbroad police action. Medical professionals are bound by ethical obligations to care for patients. But these ethical guidelines are an insufficient

counterweight to the existing laws and regulations. Consequently, well-meaning or well-intended medical professionals must rely on more diffuse and less robust ethics and norms as well as their relative lack of legal expertise or the direction of hospital administration. Medical professionals may also want to cooperate with law enforcement because of their alignment with certain public safety goals, political affiliations, and bias. And when the patients are economically or socially vulnerable, and therefore less likely to be able to vindicate their rights, there may be further incentives to give in to police presence or authority or to overlook overbroad police actions that harm patients.

Furthermore, the discretion accorded to both professions exacerbate the problem. Because medical professionals, like law enforcement, also exercise enormous discretion, their actions enable police to circumvent procedures they would otherwise normally need to follow. This combined discretion may lead to compounded abuse of discretion.

This Article highlights the aggregated effect on patients caught at the intersection of policing in healthcare settings who experience an amplified compounded bias by both police and medical providers. Looking at the combined actions of medical professionals and law enforcement allows us to see the full potential amplification of bias and punitiveness experienced by patients. This is especially cause for concern for low-income and racial minority groups already subject to heightened policing and stratified healthcare. Patients in these healthcare settings are subject to the decisions and scrutiny of these two professions—medical professionals and law enforcement—that have contributed to racial disparities and inequities in our society.


enforcement priorities from both the legal and medical perspectives. This Article connects that literature to scholarship on biases in policing practices and the biases of medical professionals, as well as the


work of scholars examining the cumulative negative effect of policing and healthcare, especially as they affect vulnerable groups such as disabled people, veterans, Black mothers, and immigrants.\textsuperscript{24}

Part I begins with a brief recounting of how policing and medical care have contributed to existing racial disparities in the criminal legal system and medical care. It provides a summary of how medical professionals have become part of law enforcement investigations and offers examples of how these combined actions have had harmful effects on marginalized populations most susceptible to the harms of biased policing and medical care. Part II describes the current legal framework, comprised of constitutional rules, federal and state laws and regulations that frame and guide medical professionals’ interactions with law enforcement. This examination reveals the extent to which laws direct to medical professionals on how and when to cooperate with law enforcement with very little guidance or countervailing limits on when they should not. Part III delves into specific instances of medical professional and police overlap: crime reporting, questioning of patients, and medical procedures. It examines how courts’ broad interpretation of medical professionals’ public safety duties, coupled with inadequate criminal procedure safeguards, combined with medical professionals’ unique expertise make medical professionals particularly potent and effective helpers in police investigations. Medical professionals’ actions interactions with law enforcement may be incidental to their primary responsibilities of providing medical care, or they may be mimicking and taking on characteristics of law enforcement. Their expertise and access to patients propel police investigations, even when their participation may conflict with relevant health law, ethics, and norms, and they may be influenced by other motivations and biases. Part IV sets forth ways in which countervailing legal authority could be constructed to combat the harms of combined policing and medical care and better guide medical professionals on how to work with and push back against overbroad police authority.

\textsuperscript{24} See generally DOROTHY ROBERTS, KILLING THE BLACK BODY (1997); Priscilla A. Ocen, Punishing Pregnancy: Race, Incarceration, and the Shackling of Pregnant Prisoners, 100 CAL. L. REV. 1239 (2012); KHIARA M. BRIDGES, THE POVERTY OF PRIVACY RIGHTS (2017); MICHELE GOODWIN, POLICING THE WOMB: INVISIBLE WOMEN AND THE CRIMINALIZATION OF MOTHERHOOD (2020); Patel, supra, n.21; Morgan, supra, n.21.
I. MEDICAL CARE AND POLICING

Medical professionals' participation in law enforcement investigation and the corresponding law enforcement deployment of authority through medical professionals must be viewed through the historical and current ways these two professions have contributed to our country's problems with racial and class inequities. What follows is a brief overview of the separate problems of policing and medical and a summary of the ways in which the intersection of medical professional and law enforcement practices compound and augment these problems.

A. Problems of Bias

The role of police and medical care cannot be extricated or separated from the issue of race in America and America's problems with racial and class inequities in its criminal and healthcare systems. Scholars and researchers have documented historical and contemporary biased and discriminatory practices of healthcare and law enforcement. This brief discussion only touches upon the complicated issues of race and disparities in policing and healthcare that have been more fully described by scholars elsewhere.

The roots of policing trace back to this country's history of Black slavery and colonization and displacement of indigenous peoples in America. Today, racial disparities exist at every point in the criminal process. African Americans represent approximately 13% of the adult population but over 37% of those in prison. Every stakeholder in the criminal legal system shares responsibility for this.

Policing practices contribute to these racial disparities. Police are more likely to stop and search Black people. Black people are much more likely to be the targets of police use of force and violence. Implicit and cognitive biases affect the policing of Black people.


have shown that police are more likely to perceive Black men as more dangerous and threatening, and associate Black people with crime. Overt and explicit racism and racist beliefs in law enforcement agencies are also part of the problem. The FBI has documented links between law enforcement and white supremacist and far-right groups. News and social media have uncovered similar connections.

The history and present-day practices of medicine and the medical profession bear the marks of racism and discrimination. Up until the 1960s, the medical profession actively prevented Black people from joining its ranks. The American Medical Association barred Black doctors from membership until the Civil Rights Act of 1964 made that discrimination unlawful. Medical schools barred Black students from enrollment. Hospitals and health clinics either did not treat Black patients or provided segregated care. Federal policy contributed to healthcare inequities. The federal Hill-Burton Program, created by the Hospital Survey and Construction Act of 1946, led to new hospitals being built throughout the country. The bill intended to expand hospital access in poor and rural areas. But the new legislation did nothing to remedy segregated hospitals. The law contained an implicit separate-but-equal provision, allowing federal funds to be used to build hospitals that maintained racial segregation. Hospitals only desegregated after the enactment of Medicare and other legislative and judicial action in the 1960s.
For centuries, Western science perpetuated the belief of Black inferiority and biological and physical inferiority.\(^{41}\) During slavery, white physicians “medicalized” racial difference, viewing a slave’s race as a medically significant maker of difference.\(^{42}\)

Medical history in the United States includes the experimentation of Black people in the name of scientific progress.\(^{43}\) The infamous Tuskegee decades-long experiment subjected hundreds of Black men to study by giving them noneffective treatments for syphilis.\(^{44}\) Six years after the experiment ended, Professor Allen Brandt stated that “[T]he Tuskegee Study revealed more about the pathology of racism than it did about the pathology of syphilis....”\(^{45}\) He went on to state that “the notion that science is a value-free discipline must be rejected. The need for greater vigilance and assessing the specific ways in which social values and attitudes affect professional behavior is clearly indicated.”\(^{46}\)

The Tuskegee experiment is only one historical example. James Marion Sims, known as the “father of modern gynecology,” experimented on Black slaves to form the basis of early “knowledge” and practice in the field.\(^{47}\) In 1951, Henrietta Lacks went to a segregated Johns Hopkins because it was one of the few hospitals treating Black patients.\(^{48}\) A sample of her cancer cells was given to a cancer and virus researcher. Without the knowledge or consent of Henrietta Lacks and no payment to her or her family, her cell line has become “immortalized” and vital to development in immunology and cancer treatment.\(^{49}\) Medical professionals participated in the forced sterilization of Black women and others deemed “undesirable”; this practice continues to this day.\(^{50}\)

---


\(^{43}\) Allan M. Brandt, MEDICALIZING BLACKNESS: MAKING RACIAL DIFFERENCE IN THE ATLANTIC WORLD, 1780-1840 2 (2017).

\(^{44}\) Id. at 25.

\(^{45}\) Id. at 27.

\(^{46}\) Id.


\(^{50}\) Ayah Nuriddin, et al., supra n. 37 at 949-50; Alexandra Minna Stern, Forced Sterilization Polices in the US Targeted Minorities and Those With Disabilities – and Lasted
Scholars have highlighted how racism endemic in medical research and care, perpetuating stereotypes and false ideas about physiological or biological differences between races. Race shows up in medical research and in the categorization of health conditions. For instance, when diagnosing chronic kidney disease, a race multiplier is applied to Black people when calculating kidney function based upon historical beliefs of inherent and biological differences between Black and White people, resulting in differential treatment prescriptions.

Algorithms designed to help hospitals allocate healthcare have been found to discriminate against Black people. Racial and class biases affect treatment recommendations by medical providers. Stereotypes about how Black people experience pain (or the lack thereof) have resulted in medical providers dispensing less pain medication. In emergency room settings, there is evidence of disparate treatment as a result of stereotyping and bias that leads to unequal treatment. On the receiving end of healthcare, patients on social benefits have reported being treated differently by their medical providers. This history and the continuing bias in treatment underlie the mistrust of the healthcare system by Black Americans.


B. Intersection of Law Enforcement and Medical Care

The work of medical professionals overlaps with law enforcement in many ways. Combined actions of medical and police raise the same concerns of race-based discrimination and bias as when we consider each separately. When medical and police actors act in concert, there is the potential for their actions to amplify bias and discrimination experienced by racial minority patients. This is particularly a concern in healthcare settings more likely to be frequented by poor and racial minority groups and where police are more likely to be present.60

A primary and formal way medical professionals’ obligations overlap with law enforcement is in their providing information to law enforcement for various types of injuries and suspected crimes. Medical providers must report suspected child abuse,61 sexual assault,62 domestic violence,63 and elder abuse.64 They must also provide information about patients with injuries from gunshot wounds, stabblings, and

---

60. Song, Policing the ER, 134 HARV. L. REV. at 9-18.

61. For a comprehensive list of these statutes, see Leonard G. Brown, III & Kevin Gallagher, Mandatory Reporting of Abuse: A Historical Perspective on the Evolution of States’ Current Mandatory Reporting Laws with a Review of the Laws in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 59 VILL. L. REV. TOLLE LEGE 37, 57-66 and accompanying footnotes (2014) (citing C. Henry Kempe et al., The Battered-Child Syndrome, 181 J. AM. MED. ASS’N. 17 (1962) as that significant article). As Brown and Gallagher note, the model statute proposed by Children’s Bureau of the United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare became the one most adopted by states. Id. at 39. This version also “placed the duty to report solely on physicians and other medical staff” though current statutes have a broad range of mandatory reporters. Id. at 40, 57-66.


64. See, e.g., ALA. CODE §§ 38-9-2, 38-9-8, 38-9-9, 38-9-10 (2021); ALASKA STAT. §§ 47.24.010, 47.24.130, 47.24.900, 47.30.915 (2021); ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 46-451, 46-454, § 36-401 (2021); ARK. CODE ANN. §§ 15-12-1701 to -1723 (2021); CAL. WELF. & INST. CODE §§ 15600-15675 (West 2021); COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 18-6.5-102, 18-6.5-108; 26-3.1-101; 26.3.1-102 (2021).
other dangerous weapons.\textsuperscript{65} Certain states have broad language in their statutes to encompass a broad range of potentially criminal conduct.\textsuperscript{66}

Medical professionals have long been subject to these reporting requirements, not without complaint. In 1927, the Journal of American Medical Association published an editorial titled “Compulsory Reporting of Gunshot Wounds.”\textsuperscript{67} New York had just passed a law requiring physicians and heads of hospitals to report all gunshot wounds and other injuries resulting from firearms to the police.\textsuperscript{68} Noting the novelty of the New York law but the possibility of its replication in other states, the authors suggested that “Physicians may well consider what policy they should adopt with respect to laws of this character.”\textsuperscript{69} The editorial pointed out all possible people who will have seen the gunshot wound before the person received medical treatment, querying whether and why should doctors and hospitals be the only ones with this statutory obligation.\textsuperscript{70} The authors cited the downsides to this requirement, such as an individual postponing treatment or going elsewhere to seek treatment where their doctor would not have such reporting requirements.\textsuperscript{71} These same concerns resonate nearly a century later.

\textsuperscript{65} See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. § 08.64.369 (2021); ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 13-3806 (2021); ARK. CODE ANN. § 12-12-602 (2021); COLO. REV. STAT. § 26-36-135 (2021); CONN. GEN. STAT. § 19a-490f (2021); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 25, § 1762 (2021); FLA. STAT. § 790.24 (2021); IDAHO Code § 39-1390 (2021); 20 ILL. COMP. STAT. 2630/3.2 (2021); IND. CODE § 35-47-7-1 (2021); IOWA CODE §§ 147.111, 147.113A (2021); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 21-6319 (2021); LA. STAT. ANN. § 14:403.5 (2021); ME. STAT. tit. 17-A § 512 (2021); MD. CODE ANN., HEALTH-GEN § 20-703 (West 2021); MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 112 § 12A (2021); MICH. COMP. LAWS § 750.411 (2021); MINN. STAT. §§ 609.2, 626.51 (2021); MISS. CODE ANN. § 56-9-31 (2021); MO. REV. STAT. § 375-351 (2021); MONT. CODE ANN. §§ 37-2-902 (2021); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 12A § 42-132 (2021); NE. STAT. ANN. § 2C:58-8 (2021); N.Y. PENAL LAw §§ 265.25-265.26 (Consol. 2021); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 90-21.20 (2021); N.D. CENT. CODE § 43-17-41 (2021); OH. REV. CODE ANN. § 2921.22 (West 2021); OR. REV. STAT. § 146.750 (2021); 18 PA. CON. STAT. § 5106 (2021); 11 R.I. GEN. LAWS §§ 11-47-48, 23-28-2.24 (2021); S.C. CODE ANN. § 16-3-1072 (2021); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 19-13-10 (2021); TENN. CODE ANN. § 38-1-101 (2021); TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 161.041 (West 2021); UT. CODE ANN. § 26-23a-1 (West 2021); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 13, § 4012 (2021); VA. CODE ANN. § 54.1-2967 (2021); WASH. REV. CODE § 70.41.440 (2021); W. VA. CODE § 61-2-27 (2021); WIS. STAT. § 255.40 (2021).


\textsuperscript{67} Editorial, Compulsory Reporting of Gunshot Wounds, J. AM. MED. ASS’N. 404 (Feb. 5, 1927).

\textsuperscript{68} Id.

\textsuperscript{69} Id.

\textsuperscript{70} Id.

\textsuperscript{71} Id.
For other types of reporting obligations, the impetus has come from the medical profession. The medical profession’s identification of Battered-Child Syndrome in a medical journal in 1962 prompted states to enact mandatory reporting statutes for child abuse.\footnote{72} Within four years of the publication, all fifty states passed statutes requiring child abuse reporting.\footnote{73}

Some of the most well-documented examples of compounded harms due to the overlap of medical professionals and law enforcement stem from medical professionals providing information about possible criminal activity. A child’s injuries are nine times more likely to be reported as resulting from abuse when the child is Black rather than white.\footnote{74} Recent research reviewing data from 2010-2014 found that Black children were overrepresented in suspected reporting of child abuse from a period of racial disparities in the identification of possible child abuse.\footnote{75} With more than 4,000 cases of suspected child abuse, Black victims were disproportionately identified and had longer hospital stays even with less severe injuries.

Medical professionals have also been central to the reporting of and criminalization of Black pregnant women for suspected drug use. The much-criticized drug testing program at the center of the Supreme Court case Ferguson v. City of Charleston was started by a nurse.\footnote{76} The nurse got the idea after watching a news program on a similar prosecution program in a neighboring South Carolina city.\footnote{77} As Professor Dorothy Roberts has revealed, in other cities across the country, medical providers played a critical role in reporting Black women for suspected drug use and their prosecution for child abuse if the babies were born with drugs in their system.\footnote{78}


\footnote{73. Id.}

\footnote{74. Wendy G. Lane et al., Racial Differences in the Evaluation of Pediatric Fractures for Physical Abuse, 288 JAMA 1603, 1607 (2002).}


\footnote{76. Ferguson v. City of Charleston, 532 U.S. 67 (2001).}

\footnote{77. Id. at 70-71.}

\footnote{78. ROBERTS, supra note 30 at 173.}
The information provided by medical professionals goes beyond just reporting of crime. Medical providers may provide information to police, including but not limited to patient's medical information. Medical providers may also find contraband on patients and turn it over to hospital security or police directly. Information from medical providers may be the basis of warrants or subpoenas later issued by law enforcement. Medical providers can also give police officers access to patients for questioning, participate in questioning, or engage in questioning themselves.

Physicians are often needed to perform procedures for patients in law enforcement custody and to recover illicit substances like drugs at the behest of law enforcement. Some hospitals use forensic evidence collection forms that give law enforcement access to patient information, diagnostic information, or material recovered from them. Medical professionals may be specially trained in forensic procedures, such as nurses trained to assist sexual assault victims.

Medical professionals can also be important witnesses in court cases. For certain types of injuries to infants, medical providers have been critical to prosecutions. For example, in instances of infant deaths, medical providers have diagnosed Shaken Baby Syndrome and then provided the key expert testimony on how those injuries were caused.

There is scant if any research on how these more informal ways of cooperation perpetuate or continue to reflect or create opportunities for bias. But past and current patterns of bias and discrimination in policing and healthcare raise the very real possibility that these same concerns would apply to other ways in which law enforcement and medical professionals overlap.

80. See e.g., United States v. Clay, 2006 WL 2385353 at *1 (E.D. Ky. Aug. 17, 2006); Interview with hospitalists on May 17, 2021 (notes on file author; identity withheld at request of interviewees).
82. Mincey v. Arizona, 437 U.S. 385 (1978); See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Dixon, No. 148 WDA 2016, 2017 WL 5946524, at *4 (Pa. Super. Ct. Nov. 21, 2017) (detective asked attending physician if defendant was in any condition to be interviewed and was informed that he "could be interviewed").
83. See Part III(C).
86. See generally DEBORAH TUERKHEIMER, FLAWED CONVICTIONS: "SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME" AND THE INERTIA OF INJUSTICE (2014).
II. ASYMMETRICAL LEGAL GUIDANCE

Medical professionals are governed by an array of federal and state common law and statutory laws ranging from practice and licensing requirements, responsibilities to their patients, and responsibilities to the state. Medical professionals are also subject to constitutional laws. Many of these laws address the overlap of medical professional and law enforcement responsibilities, including the federal Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA); state laws governing mandatory reporting obligations, and doctrinal rules that set the boundaries of tort and constitutional liability.

This array of laws reveal what I call asymmetrical or one-directional legal guidance. First, these laws are directed primarily towards the conduct of medical professionals and not law enforcement, emphasizing what medical professionals can and must do. Second, law enforcement and public safety priorities, though characterized as discrete exceptions to these protections, result as broad mandates. Broadly worded law enforcement and public safety exceptions are replicated and inserted into medical privacy protections. These laws fail to tell medical professionals what they cannot or should not do, providing little guidance on how they should exercise their discretion. Third, this lack of guidance is especially concerning when considering the applicable constitutional doctrine. The doctrinal rules are meant primarily to regulate the conduct of law enforcement, and consequently, also emphasize what medical professionals can do and not what they cannot do.

A. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

In 1996, Congress passed the Health Information Portability and Accountability, or HIPAA for short. HIPAA provided a unifying federal baseline of privacy protections for patient medical information. It created a “federal floor of privacy protections for individuals....” In the twenty-five years since its passage, HIPAA has become almost shorthand for patient privacy in everyday parlance.

89. Id.
90. U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUM. SERV., Does the HIPAA Privacy Rule Preempt State Laws?. 
The legislature enacted HIPAA’s Privacy Rule in 2002.\(^91\) The Privacy Rule regulates the disclosure of patient medical records and medical information.\(^92\) Its core privacy mandates require health care practitioners and institutions to adopt and implement privacy policies and procedures and to notify users of these policies and procedures, including how their protected health information will be used and disclosed.\(^93\) Generally, the Privacy Rule prohibits covered entities from disclosing protected health information to third parties.\(^94\)

The Privacy Rule permits—it does not mandate—a number of disclosures related to law enforcement investigative purposes and public safety purposes in discrete circumstances.\(^95\) These disclosures can be in response to court orders, court-ordered warrants, subpoenas, and administrative requests.\(^96\) Release of information is permitted in order to identify or locate a suspect, fugitive, material witness, or missing person; to obtain information about a victim of crime when it is suspected that crime caused a death; or when health information can provide evidence of a crime that occurred on medical premises.\(^97\) Disclosures are also permitted to alert law enforcement about crimes on premises and in emergency situations about the commission and nature of the crime, the location of the crime, and the identity, description, and location of the perpetrator.\(^98\) In a separate provision, HIPAA allows for the disclosure of information to prevent harm to public safety.\(^99\) Lastly, perhaps the broadest categories of permitted disclosures under HIPAA are for disclosures otherwise mandated or permitted by law.\(^100\)

The Privacy Rule delineates more specific requirements for victims of abuse, neglect, or domestic violence.\(^101\) The individual must agree to

---

91. Subsequent to the enactment of HIPAA, Congress passed the HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules. See HIPAA Privacy Rule, 45 C.F.R. § 160 (2013); see also id. at § 164(A); id. at § 164(E); HIPAA Security Rule, 45 C.F.R. § 160 (2013); id. at § 164(A); id. at § 164(C). The Privacy Rule lays out more explicitly covered entities’ obligations to protect patient privacy. The Security Rule does the same for the security measures necessary to protect patient records.


93. Id.

94. Id.


96. Id.


98. Id. at § 164.512(f)(5)-(6).


101. 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(c) (2002).
the disclosure.\textsuperscript{102} If the individual cannot give consent or some other emergency circumstance prohibits consent, disclosure is only allowed if the information is needed to determine whether a crime is committed by a person other than the victim.\textsuperscript{103} Assurance must be obtained that the information will not be used against the victim when the information is necessary for some immediate law enforcement activity \textit{and} if the providers determine in the exercise of professional judgment that disclosure of the information is in the best interests of the patient.\textsuperscript{104}

HIPAA broadly defines law enforcement officials. Such an official includes any officer or employee of a state, federal, territorial, or tribal entity empowered to investigate or conduct an inquiry into a potential law violation or prosecute or conduct a criminal, civil or administrative proceeding.\textsuperscript{105}

HIPAA does not provide for a private right of action, limiting the importance of HIPAA violations in criminal and civil actions.\textsuperscript{106} As it stands, HIPAA enforcement is conducted through the Department of Health and Human Services.\textsuperscript{107} The data on the types of enforcement actions are not precisely defined to assess how often improper disclosure to law enforcement is subject to challenge.\textsuperscript{108} Though the Rule has been subject to a handful of constitutional challenges, none of these challenges have explicitly disputed the law enforcement disclosure exceptions.\textsuperscript{109}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{102} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{103} 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(c)(1)-(2) (2002).
\item \textsuperscript{104} 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(f)(3)(A)-(C) (2002).
\item \textsuperscript{105} 45 C.F.R. § 164.103 (2002).
\item \textsuperscript{107} U.S. Dep't of Health & Hum. Serv., HIPAA Enforcement., HHS (July 25, 2017), https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-enforcement/index.html. Monetary sanctions for violation can range from $100-$25,000 per year; criminal penalties include 1 to 10 years of imprisonment and fines from $5,000 to $250,000.
\item \textsuperscript{108} U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH & HUM. SERV., HIPAA ENFORCEMENT, https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-enforcement/index.html [https://perma.cc/5DEA-ZSV7].
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
B. State Laws

State laws also provide guidance on the overlap between law enforcement and medical professionals. Though state laws that contradict or provide less protection than HIPAA are preempted, there are exceptions.110 One of the broad categories of permitted disclosures under HIPAA is for disclosures otherwise mandated or permitted by law.111 Obviously, state laws that provide stricter privacy measures are not preempted.112 State laws relating to any reporting of disease, injury, child abuse, birth, or death, or for public health surveillance, investigation, and intervention, are also not preempted.113

State laws governing medical privacy and the actions of medical professionals include state medical privacy acts, medical practice laws, and mandatory reporting and disclosure laws.114 Many of these laws contain exceptions for law enforcement purposes for information disclosure pursuant to mandatory reporting obligations imposed on hospitals and medical professionals. Some state medical practice acts contain provisions that account for mandatory reporting obligations.115 State laws also create exemptions in confidentiality and privilege laws for physicians’ reports of crime.116

110. 45 C.F.R. § 160.203 (2002); see also U.S. Dep’t of Health & Hum. Serv., Does the HIPAA Privacy Rule Preempt State Laws?
113. 45 C.F.R. § 160.203(c) (2002).
115. ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 32-1451 (reference duty to report); DEL. CODE ANN. TIT. 24, § 1701 et seq.
116. People v. Martinez, 378 P. 3d 761 (Col. Ct. App. 2015) (statement regarding injury admissible under crime reporting exception to physician patient privilege); People v. J.R., 65 Misc. 3d 754, 757 (Cty. Ct. N.Y. 2019) (affirming denial of motion to quash subpoena for medical records and finding Penal Law § 262.25 requiring physician or hospital to report injuries arising from gunshot wound is a statutory exception to physician-patient privilege); State v. Baptist Mem’l Hosp.-Golden Triangle, 726 So. 2d 554, 561 (Miss. 1998) (“The investigation into a homicide or other serious felony should not be impeded by an entity or individual attempting to cloak vital information in the physician-patient privilege”).
Mandatory reporting obligations are imposed through state law for certain types of injuries.\textsuperscript{117} Almost every state imposes mandatory reporting obligations on medical professionals.\textsuperscript{118} Generally, they require physicians and hospitals to report to law enforcement certain injuries, such as gunshot wounds.\textsuperscript{119} Some states are very expansive in their requirements, mandating reporting for injuries that appear to have been caused through some criminal means.\textsuperscript{120} Many specifically exempt this disclosure from the physician-patient privilege.\textsuperscript{121} For example, in Montana, a health care provider can disclose information for certain purposes, such as the general physical condition of a patient if the patient was injured due to a criminal act of another.\textsuperscript{122} Some are a bit more circumspect, like California, which mandates disclosures only with a court order, a warrant, and as required by law for reports of injuries such as child abuse or neglect.\textsuperscript{123}

For disclosures under these state statutes, immunity is generally provided to medical personnel who provide information without the patient's consent.\textsuperscript{124} For example, in some jurisdictions, blood or urine testing conducted at the emergency room may be disclosed to law en-

\textsuperscript{117} One of the first such laws was passed in New York in 1926. See New York Penal Law § 1915 (1926). Canada passed a series of similar laws in the past decade provoking much debate. See Merril A. Pauls & Jocelyn Downie, Shooting Ourselves in the Foot: Why Mandatory Reporting of Gunshot Wounds is a Bad Idea, 170 CMAJ 1255 (2004).

\textsuperscript{118} Id.


\textsuperscript{120} Hawaii has one of the most far-reaching statute and specific reporting requirements. See HAW. REV. STAT. § 453-14. See, e.g., Michigan laws: MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 333.5114 (2019) (HIV reporting requirements); MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 333.5111 (reportable diseases); MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 750.411 (mandatory reporting of injuries by deadly weapons or other means of violence, violation is a misdemeanor, good faith is presumed); MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 333.531. Ohio does not permit with grand jury subpoena. See OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2317.02(B); see also VA. CODE ANN. § 32.1-127.1:03(D)(28)-(3).

\textsuperscript{121} New York also attaches criminal penalties to the failure to report with a potential misdemeanor maximum jail sentence of 1 year. See N.Y. PENAL LAW § 265.25. This requirement came to media attention when then New York Giants receiver Plaxico Burress was treated at a hospital, yet the hospital failed to report the gunshot wound to NYPD “at once” as required by law. See generally Al Baker, Hospital Did Not Report Burres’ Wound, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 1, 2008).

\textsuperscript{122} MONT. CODE ANN. § 50-16-805(2)(b) (2017).

\textsuperscript{123} CAL. CIV. CODE § 56-10 (West 2017); CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 11166 (West 2019).

\textsuperscript{124} In Maine, the statute provides immunity for medical personnel who provide information to a district attorney, law enforcement, or a court after conducting “a physical examination of the victim...for the purpose of obtaining evidence for the prosecution.” ME. REV. STAT. ANN. TIT. 30-A, § 287 (Maine). See Bonney v. Stephens Mem’l Hosp., 17 A.3d 123 (Me. 2011) (holding that immunity statute does not cover information gathered as a result of treatment given to victim and not done so for the purpose of prosecution).
forcement for driving while intoxicated investigations without violating the confidentiality of medical records. State statutes also explicitly state that physicians must hand over evidence to law enforcement. This often occurs in the drunk driving context, where medical professionals are required to hand over test results. Twenty-nine states have laws allowing warrantless blood draws from patients suspected of driving while intoxicated. Medical professionals are shielded from legal liability for any disclosures outlined or required by law. In Wisconsin, the laws have been recently amended to immunize medical professionals from body cavity searches.

States theoretically provide potential common law remedies. For example, states recognize that “doctor-patient confidentiality” underlies the duty of confidentiality owed to patients by medical providers though courts have treated mandatory reporting obligations as exceptions. A range of common law tort actions against medical providers includes medical battery, medical malpractice, emotional distress, privacy violations, defamation, and negligence claims.

126. IND. CODE ANN. § 9-30-6-6 (West 2019) (samples of, or chemical tests on, blood, urine, or other bodily substance; liability; admissibility).
127. ALA. CODE § 32-5-192(b) (2019); ALASKA STAT. § 28.35.005(b) (2018); ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 28-1321(C) (2019); ARK. CODE ANN. § 5-65-202(b) (2019); CAL. VEH. CODE § 23612(a)(5) (2019); COLO. REV. STAT. § 42-4-1301.1(8) (2018); FLA. STAT. § 316.1932(1)(c) (2018); GA. CODE ANN. § 40-5-55(b) (2018); 625 ILSCS 5/11-501.1(b) (2019); IOWA CODE § 321J.7 (2018); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 189A.103(2) (2019); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 32-661(B) (2018); MD. CODE ANN., CTS. & JUD. PROC. § 10-305 (c) (2019); MO. REV. STAT. § 577.033 (LexisNexis, Lexis Advance through 100th General Assembly, HB 14, HB 77, & HB 448); MONT. CODE ANN. § 61-8-402(3) (2019); NEV. REV. STAT. § 484C.160 (2019); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 265-A:13 (2019); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 66-8-108 (2019); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 20-16.2(b) (2019); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 4511.191(4); OKLA. STAT. TIT. 47, § 751 (LexisNexis, Lexis Advance through the 57th Legislature act chapter 78, with the exception of chapters 11, 25, 38, 45, 55, & 69); OR. REV. STAT. § 813.140 (2019); S.C. CODE ANN. § 56-5-2950(H); TEX. TRANSP. CODE ANN. § 724.014 (2017); UTAH CODE ANN. § 41-6a-522 (2018); 23 VT. STAT. ANN. § 1202(a)(2) (2018); W. VA. CODE, § 17C-5-7(a) (2019); WIS. STAT. § 343.305(3)(b) (2018); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 31-6-102(c) (2019).
128. See e.g., ALA. CODE § 32-5A-194; A.R.S. § 28-2823; AK § 09.65.095; AR § 5-75-10.
130. Lawson v. Halpern-Reiss at 1214.
C. Constitutional Laws

While statutory and regulatory laws in place direct medical professionals to cooperate with law enforcement, the applicable constitutional framework is directed mainly towards police conduct.\(^{132}\)

Constitutional criminal procedure is the primary regulatory of police conduct; the combined actions of law enforcement and medical professionals are also regulated by the same criminal procedural rules.\(^{133}\) Applicable provisions include the Fourth Amendment for searches and seizures, the Fifth Amendment and Due Process Clause for interrogations, and the Sixth Amendment for issues regarding confrontation of witnesses.\(^{134}\)

For the most part, when medical professionals become part of police investigatory actions, the constitutionality of those actions are viewed primarily as police action; the actions of medical professionals are viewed as ancillary, incidental, or separate from that of police. At the same time, the constitutional question does not delve with much depth into the health law aspects of the medical professionals’ duties to the patients who become the subject of police action.

The threshold question of whether constitutional protections apply to medical professionals when they become part of police investigations depends on whether they are viewed as state actors. Medical professionals who are employees of the state are state actors when providing medical care for those under state care and custody.\(^{135}\)

---


\(^{133}\) Rachel A. Harmon, The Problem of Policing, 110 MICH. L. REV. 761, 763 (2012) (“The problem of regulating police power through law has been shoehorned into the narrow confines of constitutional criminal procedure.”). See also Song, Policing the ER at 2664-2703 (discussing the applicability of the Fourth and Fifth Amendment to police investigations in emergency rooms).

\(^{134}\) This article addresses front-end investigations and also does not delve into use of force during the course of an arrest which is also analyzed under the Fourth Amendment search and seizure provision. See also Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989).

\(^{135}\) Harvey v. Harvey, 949 F. 2d 1127, 1130 (11th Cir. 1992); Lowe v. Aldridge, 958 F. 2d 1565, 1572 (11th Cir. 1992).
professionals have been found to be state actors for the purpose of Fourth Amendment protection when they instigate programs with a sufficient law enforcement purpose such as in *Ferguson*. 136

However, when medical professionals become part of police investigations in other aspects, the question of state actor becomes much less clear. Searches of patients' belongings and bodies fall under the Fourth Amendment prohibition against unreasonable searches and seizures. 137 Searches of patients and bodies must be directed by law enforcement in order for there to be constitutional scrutiny, and even then, it is highly unlikely that the medical professional will be the target of that scrutiny. As one federal court commented, "Plainly stated, doctors and nurses are not Fourth Amendment gurus." 138 Hence, even when medical professionals search patient belongings and hand them over to law enforcement, or hospital security, the courts treat these as private party searches and not action subject to Fourth Amendment protections. 139

Though searches of patient bodies are subjected to heightened scrutiny, the question of medical professional responsibility is muddled. Courts may view the search as a medically necessary procedure, and not a police-initiated search. And when such searches are considered a police search, medical professional participation is part of the assessment of the constitutionality of these types of searches. The reasonableness— and constitutionality—of such procedures is assessed by examining the individual's interests, public safety, and how they were conducted. 140 The extent to which the medical procedure may threaten the health or safety of the individual is weighed alongside the extent of the intrusion on the person's individual dignity and privacy interests, and the community's interests in "fairly and accurately determining guilt or innocence." 141 Courts must also consider "...the scope of the particular intrusion, the manner in which it is conducted, the justification for initiating it, and the place in which it is conducted." 142 The

---

137. U.S. CONST. AMEND. IV.
139. Song, *Policing the ER*, supra n.11 at 2679-2680.
140. See *Schmerber v. California*, 384 U.S. 757 (1966); *Winston v. Lee*, 470 U.S. 753 (1985). Before *Schmerber*, the Supreme Court decided body cavity searches fell not under the Fourth Amendment but under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. See *Rochin v. California*, 342 U.S. 165 (1952). *Schmerber* was the first one of these cases to apply the Fourth Amendment to body cavity searches after the Court's decision in *Mapp v. Ohio*, 367 U.S. 643 (1961) which applied the federal exclusionary rule to state court decisions.
142. *Rodrigues v. Furtado*, 950 F. 2d 80, 811 (1st Cir. 1991) (quoting *Bell v. Wolfish*, 441 U.S. 520, 559 (1884)). The First Circuit did note that the cavity searches involved in *Bell* were of inmates who have lesser liberty interests than non-inmates.
fact that it is conducted by a doctor, in a “private and hygienic setting and in a medically approved manner” is in part what makes the search reasonable.\textsuperscript{143}

When it comes to questioning patients, a number of constitutional questions can be triggered based upon the Fifth Amendment’s right to counsel, the privilege against self-incrimination, and due process protection.\textsuperscript{144} The primary actor in question, however, is again law enforcement, not the medical professional. Under typical Fifth Amendment analysis, whether someone is in custody is determined by whether they are physically deprived of freedom in a significant manner or placed in a situation where they would reasonably believe that their freedom or action is restricted.\textsuperscript{145} The interrogation need not be at a station house in order to count as “in custody.” Courts look to the totality of the circumstances to determine the extent the interrogation is conducted in a “police-dominated atmosphere”\textsuperscript{146} and whether a reasonable person would believe he or she were free to leave or to refuse to answer police questioning.\textsuperscript{147}

The fact that a suspect is in a hospital and cannot leave because of a medical condition does not itself establish custody.\textsuperscript{148} Neither is it given that police questioning in a healthcare setting like a hospital warrants Fifth Amendment protection. Courts have characterized the questioning that a police officer must do as investigatory but not necessarily inquisitional.\textsuperscript{149} If there is sufficient indication of police participation,\textsuperscript{150} even when a nurse initiates the questioning, that questioning can be a custodial interrogation requiring \textit{Miranda} warnings to be provided.\textsuperscript{151}

A separate constitutional question regarding statements relates to whether they have been coerced.\textsuperscript{152} A patient’s physical and mental condition is relevant to whether a statement has been made voluntarily.\textsuperscript{153} Statements of the treating physician or nurse have been taken

\begin{itemize}
\item 143. Rodriques, 950 F. 2d at 811 (citing Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. at 711-12).
\item 144. U.S. CONST. AMEND. V.
\item 150. \textit{See generally} People v. Jones, 393 N.E. 2d 443 (NY. 1979).
\item 152. Dickerson v. United States, 530 U.S. 428 (2000).
\end{itemize}
into account in determining the voluntariness of statements, whether such medical pronouncements or opinions are made at the time of treatment, or through later testimony in court.

The involvement of medical professionals in Sixth Amendment Confrontation Clause questions is viewed with a bit more nuance. The Sixth Amendment provides a right of confrontation so that the accused can face his accuser at trial. In *Crawford v. United States*, the Supreme Court held that testimonial hearsay cannot be admitted at trial without showing the unavailability of the declarant and a prior opportunity for cross-examination by the defendant. The Confrontation Clause applies to witnesses who “bear testimony” against the accused. Considerations of whether statements are testimonial or non-testimonial include if the statements were “made under circumstances which would lead an objective witness reasonably to believe that the statement would be available for use at a later trial.” But if “the primary purpose of the interrogation is to enable police assistance to meet an ongoing emergency” rather than to “establish or prove past events,” then such statements are far more likely to be considered nontestimonial.

Statements made to medical professionals during the course of medical treatment are not necessarily testimonial for the purposes of the Sixth Amendment and *Crawford*. Even though a police officer may be present during questions posed to the victim by the forensic sexual assault nurse, such statements have been characterized as statements made by victims “to a medical professional during an emergency-room examination...” As one court stated, though the sexual assault unit at a hospital “gathers forensic evidence for potential criminal prosecution...its primary purpose is to render medical attention to its patients” and thus not subject the victim to cross-examination at trial. Others have viewed statements made to sexual assault

---

156. U.S. CONST. AMEND. VI.
158. *Id.* at 69.
159. *Id.* at 51-52.
161. State v. Vaught, 682 N.W. 2d 284 (Neb. 2004); State v. Krasky, 696 N.W. 2d 816 (Minn. Ct. App. 2005); In re T.T., 815 N.E. 2d 789 (2004); People v. Geno, 683 N.W. 2d 687 (2004); People v. Vigil, 127 P. 3d 916 (Col. 2006) (though the police officer had brought the victim to the hospital, the officer was not involved in the medical examination or in the room at the time of the examination).
163. *Id.* at 841; see also People v. Spicer, 884 N.E. 2d 675, 685 (Ill. Ct. App. 2007) ("Almost all emergency room visits by sexual assault victims will have both evidence collection aspects and medical aspects. If we were to hold that an evidence collection purpose made statements..."")
forensic nurses as testimonial even when police are not present during the questioning because of their dual role of “providing medical treatment and gathering evidence” for future criminal prosecution.”

The timing of the statements may also determine whether the statement is considered testimonial or not. Statements may be non-testimonial, for instance, when a sexual assault nurse examines a child victim in an ER, and the young person’s well-being and health were the principal focus of the emergency room visit. Another court determined that a statement made to a nurse examiner sometime after the assault was testimonial when the statement was made with the assistance and encouragement of law enforcement.

A few states have more expansive constitutional rights to privacy, including the right to privacy in health information. In Florida, one court case reversed and remanded a man’s conviction for driving under the influence of manslaughter. Though the appellate court recognized that compelling governmental interests may be exceptions to the right to privacy in its constitution, the requirements for obtaining medical information in the statute represented the legislature’s efforts to balance patient privacy against the State’s interest.

III. MEDICAL JUDGMENT OR POLICE AGENT?

This asymmetrical or one-directional legal and regulatory framework leaves medical professionals with insufficient guidance on when they should not interact with law enforcement. Moreover, the framework artificially divides the roles between law enforcement and medical professionals in what are actually dynamic situations where that division is much more blurred. As a result, a broad range of cooperation and interactions between medical professionals and law enforcement are sanctioned or tacitly allowed at front-end investigations, providing probable cause and other evidentiary information necessary for an arrest.

165. Id. at 686.
166. Id. at 687.
168. ALA. CONST. ART. 1 § 22; ARIZ. CONST. ART. II; § 8; CAL. CONST. ART. I; § 1; FLA. CONST. ART. I, §§ 12, 23; HAW. CONST. ART. I, §§ 6, 7; ILL. CONST. ART. I, § 6; LA. CONST. ART. I, § 5; MONT. CONST. ART. II, § 10; N.H. CONST. ART. 2-B; S.C. CONST. ART. I, § 10; WASH. CONST. ART. I, § 7.
170. Id.
The upside for police is clear. Police can access the expertise of medical professionals, their professional relationships with patients, and their proximity to vulnerable and potentially compromised patients, in order to gather evidence for an arrest. But the costs or consequences of using medical professionals are high, particularly when viewed through the lens of medical privacy, patient confidences, and trust. Yet the existing legal and regulatory framework assumes that there are little to no such costs.

Moreover, the aspects of medical professionals that are advantageous for policing are precisely the reasons to scrutinize whether medical professionals should be easily accessed by law enforcement in the early stage of investigations. Here, we focus on three particular types of investigatory methods: initial reporting of crime, eliciting incriminatory statements from suspects, and retrieval of evidentiarily significant material. I use examples from caselaw to flesh out if medical professionals are only acting in the face of the competing legal and ethical obligations to the patient and to public safety, or when medical professionals may be being coopted by law enforcement priorities, seeing their role as more akin to that of police.

Courts’ broad interpretation of the public safety duties of medical professionals, along with the professional expertise and value of medical professionals make a potent combination. Medical professionals are then left to make their own determinations of how to properly allocate their dual loyalties to the patient and the state.

A. Mandated Reporter or Expert Informant

Medical professionals are uniquely situated to provide pertinent information to law enforcement. They care for those who may be injured due to criminal activity, and patients may come to healthcare settings incapacitated and sick, and unable to keep their bodies and belongings from being searched. This proximity to patients combined with reporting obligations mean that medical professionals are fertile sources of information on crime or possible criminal behavior. Mandatory reporting obligations may justify certain disclosures. But medical professionals—with court permission—may give information beyond statutory mandates. And medical professionals, by virtue of their unique set of skills as medical diagnosticians, medical professionals’ opinions can hold great sway and become the sum of information needed to arrest someone suspected of criminal activity.

Mandatory reporting duties are aimed at curbing certain societal problems, such as drunk driving. Medical professionals are particularly likely to come across injured patients who drove while intoxicated. A nurse, Patricia Halpern-Reiss, made such a report that led to the arrest of Elizabeth Lawson. After lacerating her arm, Ms. Lawson
drove herself to the emergency room. After she was treated and cleared for discharge, the nurse reported Ms. Lawson’s “blatant intoxication” to a police officer on duty. The nurse had smelled alcohol on Ms. Lawson’s breath and knew that a test revealed her blood alcohol level of .214, over two and half times the legal limit. The nurse told the police officer that she understood from the patient “that she had driven herself to the hospital, and that she was about to drive herself home.” The officer then talked to Ms. Lawson and arrested her on suspicion of driving while intoxicated; the charge was later dismissed.

Ms. Lawson brought a tort claim against the nurse and the hospital for breaching the duty of confidentiality owed to her. The Vermont Supreme Court affirmed the trial court’s judgment, holding that “no reasonable factfinder could determine that the [nurse’s] disclosure was for any purpose other than to mitigate the threat of imminent and serious harm to plaintiff and the public.” The court recognized her right to a common law private right of action based upon state law concerning patient privacy and confidentiality but also acknowledged state laws immunizing medical providers from disclosures for public safety, and mandatory reporting laws. The court relied upon a HIPAA regulation permitting “disclosures to avert a serious threat to health or safety.” The court found that the nurse’s statements to the police officer were made in good faith.

The opinion reflects the broad permit of law enforcement disclosures without careful examination of the underlying health privacy laws and ethics. Yes, Vermont law requires any health professional who is aware of a high blood alcohol level to report that fact “as soon as reasonably possible” to a law enforcement agency who has jurisdiction over that matter. It so happened that in Ms. Lawson’s case, “as soon as reasonably possible” became near-immediate because there was an officer “on duty” because of a contract between the hospital and the local police department.

The nurse’s disclosures were, in fact, broader than the Vermont requirement since she gave the police officer information—statements

172. Id.
173. Id.
174. Id.
175. Id.
177. Id. at 1219, 1220.
178. Id.
179. Id. at 1222.
180. Id. at 1225.
182. Lawson v. Halpern-Reiss at 1215.
by Ms. Lawson, test results, and the nurse's other observations—that gave the police officer the necessary information that Ms. Lawson drove while intoxicated beyond the legal limit.

The Vermont Court correctly noted that HIPAA allows broader disclosures of patient health information when there is a "serious and imminent threat." But the court made no mention that this provision is permissive and not a mandate. Nor did the court consider agency advisement on that provision or ethical pronouncements on how medical professionals should handle the confidentiality of patients suspected of impairment.

According to the Department of Health and Human Services advisement, the determination of "serious and imminent threat" is left to the judgment and "good faith belief" of health professionals. The Office of Civil Rights, the enforcement body for HIPAA violations, "would not second guess a health professional's good faith belief that a patient poses a serious and imminent threat to the health or safety of the patient or others and that the situation requires the disclosure of patient information to prevent or lessen the threat." The agency advisement does not, however, require disclosure to law enforcement. It permits the disclosure of protected health information without patient consent to various categories of people in order to "prevent or lessen the threatened harm," including not just law enforcement but also "family, friends, [and] caregivers."

Nurse Halpern-Reiss may well have been motivated by public health considerations about drunk driving and believed that Ms. Lawson's statement that she was going to drive home might hurt others on the road or at the very least, Ms. Lawson. She made a choice to alert the police officer in lieu of family or friends to prevent Ms. Lawson from driving home. In doing so, she disclosed communications from Ms. Lawson that were made presumably in the course of their treatment relationship, and with the understanding of that confidence. Medical ethics acknowledge the tension between public safety and patient confidentiality when dealing with impaired drivers, but they do not so clearly favor public safety duties over patient confidentiality.

183. 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(j) (2002).


185. Id.

186. Id.
when medical professionals suspect impaired driving. The court made little comment about these competing obligations and the disclosure of confidential communications.

Medical professionals may also get it wrong when they report suspect criminal conduct. Unlike blood tests that can determine high alcohol levels with a relatively high degree of certainty, other types of reporting obligations require the subjective interpretation of injuries by medical professionals. This is certainly true of other mandatory reporters, like teachers and social workers. But the subjective interpretation by medical professionals is more problematic because the mandatory reports are portrayed as objective medical diagnoses formed by their professional expertise and a particular set of skills.

Erroneous reporting of a gunshot injury by a physician led to the arrest and incarceration of Christopher Mitchell. Mr. Mitchell brought his companion, Cathy Hall, to the emergency room at New Orleans’ Mercy Hospital for a bleeding head wound. The ER physician on duty, Dr. Paul Villien, examined the patient and determined that the wounds on her head suggested that they had been caused by “a gunshot or other bone-piercing object.” He instructed his staff to contact the police to report the death. When the homicide detective arrived at the ER, Dr. Villien showed him the injury, placing his finger in the wound. The detectives spoke to Mr. Mitchell while he was still at the hospital, took him to his home, and later arrested him. Mr. Mitchell spent several weeks in the parish prison despite the coroner’s fairly immediate determination that Ms. Hall died of natural causes and not a gunshot wound. The investigating detective “emphasized that he would not have arrested Mr. Mitchell except that Dr. Villien had expressed his opinion that Ms. Hall was a gunshot victim.”


188. For example, parents have bought suit against doctors for reporting them for child abuse and for the pain and emotional trauma that resulted because of the wrong reports See generally Ferraro v. Chadwick, 221 Cal. App. 3d 86 (Cal. Ct. App. 1990); Mohlil v. Glick, 842 F. Supp. 2d 1072 (N.D. Ill. 2012); Thomas v. Nationwide Children’s Hospital, 882 F. 3d 608 (6th Cir. 2018).

190. Id.
191. Id.
Mr. Mitchell filed a lawsuit against Dr. Villien, the detective, and the City of New Orleans. The lawsuit failed. The appellate court reversed the trial court's decision denying Dr. Villien's summary judgment motion. The court pointed to the mandatory reporting obligations in Louisiana to report suspected gunshot wounds. Even though the gunshot reporting statute did not have an immunity provision, the appellate court concluded that Dr. Villien enjoyed a "qualified or conditional privilege...when he reported a suspected gunshot wound if in good faith he had a subjective belief in the accuracy of his report at the time." The court noted the public policy reasons behind the mandatory reporting bill: to catch perpetrators of serious crime.

As the court acknowledged the mistake: "Dr. Villien made a mistake in determining that Ms. Hall had been shot. Mr. Mitchell was deprived of his liberty for over a month. At least as between these two parties, the law has decided that Mr. Mitchell for the good of society must bear the cost of Dr. Villien's mistake." The appellate court may have thought that Mr. Mitchell would recover against the City, but the court's decision caused the rest of Mr. Mitchell's case to fall apart.

Mistaken suspicions by medical providers also led to the arrest of Joseph Myers for the alleged sexual abuse of his daughter. In that case, Joseph Myers's five-year-old daughter complained of various pains. A few hours later, when she stopped breathing, her parents called for an ambulance. Paramedics transported her to the ER by helicopter and she died upon arrival. After her death, several of the emergency doctors suspected that the girl had been sexually abused. A resident relayed his suspicions to police officers who had arrived at the hospital and spoke to the medical staff. Based upon this information, the police took Mr. Myers and his wife to the police station for questioning, executed search warrants at their home, and interviewed neighbors. After recovering pornographic material from the home, the

195. *Id.* at 560
196. *Id.* at 561.
197. *Id.*
199. *Id.* at 570.
200. *Id.* at 565. The court cited the legislative history which included the New Orleans district attorney speaking in support of the bill: "The problem is that individuals are being shot and brought to the hospital and leaving the hospital. They are on a wanted list and may be the perpetrator of a serious crime...[T]his is an attempt to have the authorities notify[sic] if a wanted subject is brought into the hospital emergency room as a victim of a shooting or stabbing."
201. *Id.* at 573.
202. Interview with Gary Bizal, attorney for Mr. Mitchell on April 28, 2021 (notes on file with author).
204. *Id.* at 394.
205. *Id.*
police learned of the coroner’s findings that there was no evidence of physical or sexual abuse. The Myers were released the following morning and no charges were ever brought. The Myers brought suit against the physicians and the hospital; the court granted their summary judgment on all counts against them.

Medical professionals can be an especially potent “white-collar police force,” as termed by Professor Sandra Guerra Thompson, when they report criminal behavior to the police. Their information can become the totality of the probable cause resulting in the arrest. The kind of professional expertise medical professionals bring to their reports of suspected criminal behavior bear a striking similarity to how medical professionals and forensic medicine have been pivotal in criminal prosecutions of child abuse, child neglect, and crimes related to abortion. Professor Deborah Tuerkheimer has described the “prosecution paradigm” used in Shaken Baby Syndrome cases where medical experts, including the initial treating doctor, would provide both the initial medical diagnosis and the bulk of the evidence propelling the criminal prosecutions of these cases. Tuerkheimer pointed out how the multidisciplinary approach to child abuse formalized alliances between doctors, police, and prosecutors, thereby “subtly reconceive[ing] the function of the physician.” As she described, the physicians’ diagnosis is necessarily subjective and can be affected by the race and socio-economic of the caregiver and parent. In these prosecutions, the doctor “is the case.” They identify the occurrence of the crime, its perpetrator, and their assurances are necessary for a conviction.
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Similarly, Professor Aziza Ahmed has described the significant role of medical and forensic science to prosecute pregnant women and caretakers in a different kind of diagnosis, the hydrostatic lung test (HLT) used to legitimize the prosecution of women who performed self-induced abortions. She situated HLT in a “long history of cases in which medical and forensic evidence and expertise was mobilized, shaped, and legitimated by courts for the sake of successful prosecution of pregnant women, mothers, and caretakers in the contexts of the “crack baby” epidemic and Shaken Baby Syndrome.” As in Shaken Baby Syndrome cases, Professor Ahmed highlighted the problematic science behind HLT, the prominent role of physicians in the diagnosis and proof of HLT, and the particular racial and gendered impact of HLT prosecutions on women of color.

At the initial investigatory stage, the medical professional bears much of the same professional credibility to sufficiently persuade law enforcement to arrest and charge. Even though the reporting by medical professionals and their suspicions of crime may not be sufficient to obtain convictions, their actions lead can directly lead to the probable cause for arrest, which can have significant consequences as well.

Despite the particular credibility and objectivity ascribed to their opinion, medical professionals may form conclusions and ascribe criminal conduct to people based upon their own personal motivations and biases. Mr. Mitchell and Ms. Hall were both poor. The attorney for Mr. Mitchell suspected that the doctor and the police perceived them as “street people.” It is unknown whether how much socio-economic status may have influenced the doctors’ actions in the Myers’ case, though we do know from the facts that the Myers lived in a trailer park.

Other kinds of bias can enter into a medical professionals’ judgment, such as political affinities. The case of Purvi Patel, discussed by Professor Ahmed, involved a woman who went to a hospital after...
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ingesting a drug to induce an abortion. The physician who examined and called the police on her for infanticide belonged to a pro-life physicians group.222

Medical professionals may also misunderstand their reporting obligations. Reproductive health advocates have reported incidents of medical provider reports of self-induced abortion in states across the country when these incidents do not fall under any state mandatory reporting schema.223 Professional affinities to law enforcement and law enforcement causes may influence how medical professionals interpret their obligations to law enforcement. Medical providers may also be concerned with liability for failing to report or not helping in police investigations.224 This concern is not unfounded when the laws prescribe mandates, immunize reporting, penalize non-reporting, and have no real counterbalancing or opposite authority that might make medical professionals act with more caution or deliberation.

Medical professionals are not only uniquely able to diagnose certain injuries (correctly or not), they are also often uniquely situated to have access to patients and their belongings at moments of patient vulnerability. Medical professionals may discover contraband or illegal items, such as drugs and firearms in patient belongings. The medical professionals’ alerting of the presence of contraband can cause a person—who was previously not under police radar—to come under police suspicion and then arrest. This was the case for Samuel Clay.225 Mr. Clay was in his car when another driver who was talking on his cell phone ran a red light and hit Mr. Clay.226 Although he was not at fault, police officers accompanied Mr. Clay to the emergency room.227 A nurse, Cherrie Hamilton, was attending to Mr. Clay. When Mr. Clay
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instructed her to place his coat in the bag with the rest of his clothes, Nurse Hamilton thought his demeanor was “abnormal.” Nurse Hamilton thought it was hospital procedure for a patient’s personal items to be “inventoried, logged, and safely stored.” She searched Mr. Clay’s coat and discovered cocaine and ammunition. She notified her supervisor and turned over the contraband to the accompanying officer. The officer read Mr. Clay his Miranda rights and obtained an admission and consent to search his car. Mr. Clay was subsequently charged with firearm and drug charges in federal court.

What else was Nurse Hamilton to do? She came across illegal items. She could not lawfully possess them. What is wrong with her turning over the items to the police? She also might have been worried that destroying them could make her complicit in criminal activity. There are, however, reasonable concerns regarding Nurse Hamilton’s conduct. Nurse Hamilton’s actions prompted the officer’s attention to Mr. Clay and subsequent investigation. She not only turned over the contraband, she connected the items to Mr. Clay. Her actions were not only contrary to her patient’s interests, she also undermined patient trust. It was her relationship to the patient as the patient’s medical provider that gave her access to his belongings.

Nurse Hamilton may have had a difficult choice, faced with the presence of a firearm and drugs. But similar types of concerns have arisen at various hospitals. At one veteran’s hospital, physicians reported to police that a patient undergoing a psychotic episode had brought in a suitcase of various drugs. The patient was arrested. When medical staff contacted the family to see when the patient was going to come in for follow-up care, his mother responded that he was not coming back because of what they did. At UCLA Harbor Medical Center in Los Angeles, to address concerns that medical providers would end up being the ones identifying their patients for drug offenses, physicians have proposed setting up contraband bins where patients could dispose of items, no questions asked.

Medical professionals are put in the position of providing information to law enforcement that may have huge consequences for their patients. Their actions may stem from personal understandings of their legal obligations, or their own motivations and ideas of how to allocate their dual loyalty between patient and the state. Regardless, medical professionals wield enormous power in that investigative stage and their actions also yield enormous consequences for patients.
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But the broad interpretation of their public safety duties combined with an insufficient regulation of their particular expertise and proximity and access to patients leave medical professionals in a difficult dilemma.

B. Patient Questioner or Proxy/Aid to Interrogator

Medical professionals also become part of police investigations in healthcare settings through the elicitation of incriminatory statements from patients. The following discussion focuses on two kinds of ways medical professionals become party to statements taken from patient-suspects. The first are those statements obtained through medical professional questioning. The second are statements obtained by law enforcement and where medical professionals play some kind of role.

It would seem that patient questioning and police questioning, or interrogation of patients, would be quite separate from one another. The purpose of patient questioning by medical professionals is to elicit information that can aid in health diagnoses and treatment. Patient confidentiality is valued to ensure open and honest conversations between provider and patient. Lies or omitted truths could lead to wrong diagnoses or treatment methods. The purpose of police questioning and interrogation is to aid police investigation of crimes. But even though these two categories may appear to be quite separate from one another, they often overlap.

Certain kinds of conversations between patients and medical providers seem to be clearly patient questioning. Their pertinence to criminal cases arise only because they become part of a later court hearing. For example, in one state court case, a doctor testified about the injuries to a victim he treated at the hospital after being brought there by the police. As was his "usual practice," the doctor asked him "what happened" in order to find out how the injury might have been caused and "anything that would be relevant to my taking care of him." In response, the patient replied "he had been held down by his grandmother and cut by his mother." The doctor did not ask any more questions. The doctor was later called to stand to testify against the patient’s mother in a trial and the California Supreme Court deter-
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mined that the victim’s statements to his doctor were admissible because they were made in order to help diagnose the nature of the wound, and to deal with a “contemporaneous medical situation.”  

Now let’s change the scenario slightly so that the doctor not only noted the patient’s response but then told an officer what the victim had said. Or, let’s say a medical professional asks a patient about a crime or matters that go beyond information necessary for medical treatment. At those points, has the medical professional crossed the line?

In one federal case, Clyde Copeland brought suit against Northwestern’s hospital, its employees, and city and federal law enforcement. Mr. Copeland went to the ER at Northwestern for psychiatric treatment after experiencing a blackout and then going on a cocaine binge.  

According to Mr. Copeland’s pro se complaint, a nurse interviewed Mr. Copeland before his admission. She asked him how much cocaine he had consumed and where he had gotten the money for the cocaine. After referring Mr. Copeland for hospital admission, the nurse continued to ask him questions, again asking him where he had gotten the money for the cocaine and if he had committed any crimes, including the most recent crime he had committed. Mr. Copeland replied that he was a convicted felon and told him about a bank robbery that he had memories of committing between his blackout and cocaine binge. The nurse then said “that was all she needed and that a doctor should be available soon.”

The facts in the district court’s opinion were taken from the pro se plaintiff’s complaint. They do not have the benefit of being adjudicated facts and the court dismissed the case for failing to state claims. But suppose the plaintiff’s assertions of the nurse’s actions are true. Then they are certainly troubling. The nurse would have acted well beyond her role as nurse in questioning. And with no other witnesses and a mentally compromised patient, it may well mean that these kinds of actions could take place without any repercussions. As it happened,
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Mr. Copeland could not name the medical professionals involved and probably would not have been able to get this information even in discovery.

Examples from other cases indicate that this kind of questioning is possible. A reasonable interpretation of the questioning by the nurse in Elizabeth Lawson's case is that she intended to elicit incriminating information about Ms. Lawson's intoxicated driving. In Sterling Joseph Stryker's case, he went to the emergency room because of a gunshot wound to his leg. Hospital personnel alerted law enforcement as required by state statute. He told his doctor what had led to the gunshot wound. But the doctor thought his story of being shot seemed "vague and suspicious," and relayed Mr. Stryker's statements to the police. Mr. Stryker was later charged with being a felon in possession of a firearm as well as drug charges.

In these examples, these statements were obtained by medical professionals in the context of a patient interview or examination. Reporting obligations do not provide for disclosing more information than the type of injury. Some statutes may include broadly worded language to include any information helpful to police but there is no specific proviso that that information could also be information obtained through the guise of physician-patient confidentiality. In these instances, it would seem that the statements that they made helped police obtain probable cause.

A possible argument is that the information conveyed is not HIPAA-protected patient health information. Putting aside that any identifying patient information could be construed as patient health information, these statements are still made in the context of the provider-patient relationship. When there is no positive statutory requirement for information obtained from patients about past conduct that does not cause concern for future harm.

These statements to medical professionals are instead often treated as information obtained by a third party and not subject to Fifth Amendment protection. If police were to undertake this kind of questioning, patients might be able to raise constitutional questions. So then, if medical professionals are using their position vis-à-vis the patient to obtain potentially incriminating statements, should not the patient be explicitly warned of that possibility? Professor Michele Goodwin posited that pregnant women should be alerted that their medical providers may be acting as proxies for law enforcement. I previously argued that Professor Goodwin's point should extend to all manner of medical professionals cooperating with law enforcement. It
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would seem particularly important and in line with the policy considerations underlying *Miranda* and the rationale behind Fifth Amendment protections, that statements should not be used even if obtained by medical professionals without these kinds of warnings.

Of course, there is the real possibility that any medical provider who would give such a *Miranda*-like warning may have a hard time getting accurate or any information from a patient. But that might give pause to medical professionals seeking to aid police investigations in broader ways than their legal requirements mandate, and at the very least, would make clear to patients (and courts) the role medical professionals occupy when they engage in this type of questioning and convey the information to police.

Medical professionals may facilitate police questioning in other ways where they appear to be leaning more into law enforcement roles. The Supreme Court’s decision in *Mincey v. Arizona* is a foundational interrogation case. In *Mincey*, the nurse was with the patient at the time the police questioned him. At one point when the patient indicated that he could not say anymore without talking to a lawyer, as the police continued to question him, the nurse also “suggested it would be best if [he] answered.” The hospital had provided paper for the patient to write down answers since he was intubated and could not talk. The nurse later testified at a pre-trial hearing that the patient was “in moderate pain but was very cooperative.”

—None of the justices took particular umbrage at the nurse's role in the interrogation.

A generous interpretation of the nurse's actions could be that she was helping the patient, but a more likely and reasonable one may be that she saw her role as an aid to the police, even though given the seriousness of Mincey's injuries, she should have perhaps been concerned that his injuries and physical and mental state may have compromised the interrogation.
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This may be because medical professionals see themselves as aligned with law enforcement, or that it is their job to help law enforcement with suspect investigations. This alignment is reflected in professional nursing guidelines and position statements. In the position statements of the Emergency Nurses Association, patients who are the subject of law enforcement scrutiny are labeled in a binary of either “suspects” or “victims.”

The function of nurses as part of the investigative team is made explicit, highlighting the importance of forensic nursing. This includes such issues as sexual abuse victims, trafficking victims, firearm safety, and intimate partner violence. This alignment may also be more pronounced among nurses as they tend to be in more regular contact with patients and may feel more in partnership with law enforcement. Regardless, nurse or physician, a professional bias towards law enforcement, could, however, mean that law enforcement is given a hand in interrogations by medical professionals who can alleviate and address physical conditions of patients that might otherwise render them compromised.

There may be other ways in which the medical professional’s behavior or statements can serve to validate the condition of the patient so that the patient’s statements are not viewed as coerced or involuntary. A statement by a physician or nurse saying that treatment is over and that the patient is now available, could be viewed as acquiescence to questioning, either by the police or the patient.

Medical professionals may also witness police questioning patients during their medical treatment, such as in a case a person came to the hospital with a stabbing and the officer continued to question the patient while he was being medically treated. In those circumstances, medical professionals may end up facilitating police questioning by acquiescing to questioning even when their patients are in pain and distress. Medical professionals, especially trauma surgeons, have talked about how they must make decisions to allow police to question patients while they are undergoing acute trauma treatment.
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But courts have been less concerned with the difficult position medical professionals may be when conducting immediate trauma intervention and having to deal with law enforcement at the same time. Indeed, in *Chavez v. Martin*, the Supreme Court recounted how police questioning continued while Mr. Martinez was undergoing emergency room trauma treatment for injuries that left him permanently blinded and partially paralyzed. The Court determined that the Fifth Amendment did not apply to Mr. Martinez's case because his statements were never used in a criminal proceeding since noncriminal charges were brought. The court’s analysis of the exigency requiring questioning also indicated that the kind of questioning police make at the time of trauma need is necessary. In his concurring opinion, Justice Kennedy, although displaying sympathy to the pain and anguish experienced by Mr. Martinez, stated, “There is no rule against interrogating suspects who are in anguish and pain.” He went on to list why police may have legitimate reasons to question a person in such physical distress.

These statements may lead medical professionals to believe that police questioning is always lawful, or that the medical provider cannot stop police or ask the police not to question while performing trauma interventions. It may also be that they rely upon justifications by the police that immediate questioning is required to “solve the crime.” But it is questionable whether all situations in hospitals involve these kinds of immediate and emergency situations. Furthermore, there is little evidence to show that the kind of persistent questioning that police may do in hospitals results in solving crime. Broadly applying this justification without adequately considering the medical consequences could severely impact patient care, disturb a medical professional’s ability to do their job, and build and maintain patient trust.

C. Medical Care or Police-Directed Medical Intervention

The third category of medical professional overlap in police investigations involves the most intrusive of medical professionals’ skills—their ability to conduct medical procedures.
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Medical professionals may conduct medical procedures to produce incriminatory evidence pertinent to later criminal prosecutions, including tests to assess alcohol levels, procedures to retrieve secreted drugs, and surgical procedures to remove bullets. Anecdotal evidence from some physicians reveals that many do not conduct these kinds of procedures simply because of a police request or warrant. But the number of cases in caselaw and in the media indicate that this is a continuing issue.

Toxicology screens and blood tests are routine in medical examinations. Drugs that are ingested or hidden in a patient’s body could have dire health consequences requiring medical care, with or without police involvement. But when police accompany patients, or are otherwise present in healthcare settings, and can access information and results immediately, there is much more fluidity between medical care solely for medical necessity (or with patient consent) and police-directed medical interventions.

Recall that medical professionals are embedded into the constitutionality of searches of the body. Courts have also deemed certain cavity searches beyond constitutional purview by imposing a binary view of procedures that are either conducted solely for medical purposes or those carried out for law enforcement ones, when these two can be entwined.\textsuperscript{269}

There may be times when the medical procedure is incidental to law enforcement activity. For instance, a police officer holding a patient down while a catheter is inserted, may seem like a police action, or at least one with active police participation.\textsuperscript{270} But as the Seventh Circuit determined, the officers were only helping a nurse, at her request, restrain an arrestee who needed to be medically cleared before being admitted to the jail for a disorderly conduct arrest.\textsuperscript{271} The problem with a nurse using police power to restrain a patient may be cause for concern, but because the underlying procedure was not intended to elicit evidentiary material, the police action did not trigger Fourth Amendment protections.

In instances where evidence is procured from patient’s bodies, either at the request of police or in the presence of police, the role of the medical professional vis-à-vis law enforcement would seem to be more clear. In one case, police brought Billy Jerome Shepherd to the hospital semi-conscious after his arrest based upon information by a confidential informant that he likely had pills in his pelvic area.\textsuperscript{272} Doctors performed a neurological examination, a urinalysis, a CT scan, and at-
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tempted a digital rectal examination. The examinations revealed multiple capsules in Mr. Shepherd’s rectum. The doctor told the police and the police used this information to draw up a warrant. Yet, the Sixth Circuit found that the doctor’s examinations were the actions of a private actor and hence, they did not implicate the Fourth Amendment.

Mr. Shepherd’s semi-conscious state may have necessitated immediate medical action. But the medical professionals’ actions related to the arrest were precipitated by the police bringing Mr. Shepherd to the hospital. The police investigation had been well underway at the point of medical intervention. Moreover, the presence of the police allowed them to observe and obtain immediate results of the examinations which led to the probable cause necessary for the search warrant.

The enmeshment of police and hospitals also makes it so that procedures that may be medically necessary, nevertheless end up producing evidence for police in the early stages of an investigation. In Michael Rodriguez’s situation, he was taken to an ER after being shot. He underwent surgery to have the bullet removed. The hospital had notified the police when he came in. Subsequently, hospital personnel gave police the bullet retrieved from Mr. Rodriguez’s body based on the hospital’s procedures on collecting and preserving forensic evidence for police use. According to the findings made by the court, Mr. Rodriguez had “impliedly” consented to relinquish any possessory rights in the bullet. The court found that the note indicating “Verbal Consent” by a Forensic Nurse Examiner prior to Mr. Rodriguez’s surgery sufficed. The removal of the bullet may have been for medical reasons only. But, the forensic evidence collection procedures in place at the hospital, the participation of a forensic nurse examiner, and the presence of a police officer, facilitated the immediate transfer of this evidence without implicating constitutional requirements.

When it comes to body cavity searches conducted at law enforcement request, the role of the medical professional as an agent of law enforcement is less contested. For example, in the case of Felix Booker, the doctor in question, Dr. Michael LaPaglia, was found to clearly be an agent of the police when he conducted a variety of procedures on Mr. Booker without a warrant. These procedures included a digital rectal examination without any medication, the injection of a muscle relaxant, and the intravenous administration of a sedative and paralytic agent, which required Mr. Booker to be intubated for approximately an hour. Mr. Booker was unconscious for 20-30 minutes and paralyzed for 7-8 minutes. The procedures resulted in the removal of
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a rock of crack cocaine. Mr. Booker was later charged and convicted for drug possession. The Seventh Circuit, hearing the appeal of the suppression hearing in Mr. Booker’s criminal case, found the doctor to be acting as an agent of the police and that his actions were attributable to the police. The court found that no police should have thought that the extent of those procedures without a warrant was constitutional. The court reversed the conviction finding that the search violated Mr. Booker’s constitutional rights. In a separate civil action against the doctor, Mr. Booker settled with Dr. LaPaglia for an undisclosed sum.

It may seem that the courts got it right in Mr. Booker’s case. Parallel civil and criminal proceedings could have helped the court to view the issue of both police and medical professionals holistically when assessing Dr. LaPaglia’s conduct. But the Booker opinions still fall short of providing adequate guidance on what medical professionals should or should not do.

One lesson from the Booker cases may be that a medical professional should not act without a warrant. But warrantless cavity searches are still permitted. In a case recently denied cert by the Supreme Court, a doctor used a speculum to inspect Plaintiff Sharon Lynn Brown’s vagina and anal cavity for drugs. Ms. Brown had been arrested and jailed for shoplifting; the next day, two inmates told jail staff that Ms. Brown was hiding drugs in her body. The lower courts had determined that public safety reasons, namely jail security, justified this warrantless search.
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285. Brown v. Polk County, Wisc., 965 F. 3d 534, 541 (7th Cir. 2020). Further complicating matters is that the jail/no-jail distinction made in Ms. Brown’s case, is also not so clear. For example, Felix Booker was also on his way to jail and had a strip search by a jail deputy. After the strip search, he was then taken by sheriff’s deputies (and not the local police department) for the cavity search. United States v. Booker, \textit{supra} note 278 at 537. Perhaps what really made the difference between Ms. Brown and Mr. Booker was the much more intrusive nature of Mr. Booker’s procedures. But both the appellate court and Justice Sotomayor noted the “degrading” nature of Ms. Brown’s experience. Brown v. Polk County, \textit{supra} note 351 at 6; Brown v. Polk County, 965 F. 3d at 541 (noting facts of doctor “prying open [Brown’s] vagina and anus” and how her body was “laid bare not just for visual inspection but for physical prodding, an intrusion of privacy to the highest degree.”). It’s hard to imagine, also, that this kind of jail/no-jail distinction would be apparent to medical professionals who may only see a uniformed officer and someone in handcuffs. Police policies are relevant here because they give an idea of how law enforcement agencies may interact with hospitals and medical professionals. While some police departments explicitly state that body cavity searches must be accompanied by a warrant, this prohibition is not across
The existence of a warrant also does not require any medical judgment of the medical professional to enter into the calculus of executing a warrant for cavity searches.

This was the case for Shane Spencer, who was pulled over and arrested for driving with a suspended license, endured multiple tests only for the tests to reveal no hidden drugs. Police presented a search warrant for drugs in Mr. Spencer’s anal cavity based on a tip from a confidential informant. After Mr. Spencer would not consent to a search, the police tried unsuccessfully to conduct a visual search. They then obtained a warrant to search Mr. Spencer’s “anal cavity” for cocaine. At the hospital, a doctor conducted a digital search which still revealed no drugs. The police requested and the physician ordered an x-ray; Mr. Spencer was taken to radiology by two nurses handcuffed to the gurney. The x-ray again revealed no signs of cocaine. Triage notes documented “patient suspected heroin and cocaine inserted rectally here with police with warrant for cavity search.” Mr. Spencer brought suit against the hospital, the police and the hospital. The federal district court granted summary to defendants on a number of claims, including the Fourth Amendment based upon the cavity search. Mr. Spencer’s claim of invasion of privacy also did not survive because the court found that there was nothing to suggest that the nurse knew that the warrant did not justify disclosure of certain diagnostic results. The court found that nothing in the record suggested the search was unreasonable—it was performed in a medically appropriate manner by a physician and the search did not go beyond the scope of the warrant. Nowhere in the opinion did the court analyze whether these procedures were medically necessary.
A warrant can sanitize and provide legal justification for the actions here. Cases like Mr. Spencer’s may lead medical professionals to believe that their actions are excused because of a warrant. But warrants are products of examinations of probable cause of criminal conduct, not whether the procedure is medically necessary. The information underlying the warrant in Mr. Spencer’s case, has nothing to do with physical health but rather facts based on confidential tips or officer observations and suspicions to support the existence of hidden drugs.

Court decisions finding unconstitutional warrant-based cavity searches also fall short of fully analyzing when medical professional action may or may not be warranted. Recently, the Minnesota Supreme Court analyzed the body cavity with much more nuance and sympathy towards the medical implications. It ultimately found unconstitutional the cavity search of Guntallwon Brown, which resulted in the drugs that were the basis of the drug possession conviction. Police arrested Mr. Brown after witnessing a drug transaction. Based on their observations of suspicious behavior by Mr. Brown, the police officer decided to apply for a search warrant to conduct a cavity search. A judge signed a warrant authorizing “a search ‘ON THE PERSON OF BROWN.’” Mr. Brown was taken to a hospital where the ER doctor, after consulting with a hospital lawyer, did an external body search which revealed nothing and offered Mr. Brown a laxative, which he refused. The police asked the doctor to force Mr. Brown to take the laxative and perform an anascopy or get another doctor to perform the requested procedures. The doctor refused, although he did say that he was “willing to comply with any Court order that specifically designated the appropriate interventions.”

Officers got a second warrant, signed by the same judge that authorized hospital staff “to use any medical/physical means necessary to have Brown vomit or defecate [sic] the contents of his stomach or physically by any means necessary remove the narcotics from the anal cavity so Officers can retrieve the narcotics.” The officer had inserted that language because he did not “know any specific medical terms” and added “any means necessary” to leave it up to the doctor’s discretion. At the second hospital, the emergency room doctor consulted an on-call deputy county attorney who told the doctor he could execute the warrant. The second doctor, Dr. Paul Nystrom, presented Mr. Brown with four options, two of which would require Mr. Brown’s
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cooperation. When Mr. Brown did not respond, Dr. Nystrom performed the anoscopy. Mr. Brook was strapped down, given a sedative, and used a speculum and forceps to remove a plastic baggie from Mr. Brown's anal cavity. The doctor later testified that he understood the warrant language to mean that he could use any means necessary and also testified that the process of "normal elimination" could have been used and no medical emergency necessitated the procedure. Mr. Brown was subsequently charged with drug possession. He lost his suppression hearing and was convicted after a jury trial.

The Minnesota Supreme Court applied a three-factor balancing test and concluded the "coerced anoscopy" was an "extremely serious invasion" of a person's dignity and privacy and that far less intrusive options existed to recover the baggie. The Court pointed to the facts, including evidence that the drugs could have passed through the body naturally.

But the Court's decision still gives pause. Although the Court focused on the coerced aspect of the procedure as well as the lack of medical necessity, dicta suggests that if the court had had evidence about police necessity (lack of staffing to sit with Mr. Brown) or of exigent circumstances, the balance might have gone the other way.

Importantly, the Court did not explicitly criticize the warrants, particularly the second one, which gave carte blanche to the medical professional. In fact, no courts seriously question whether a warrant is part of the problem. Instead a warrant is often seen as a sufficient enough check on police authority by requiring a court officer to sign off on these intrusive searches. Body cavity search warrants are essentially viewed no differently than warrants for any other type of search.

Professor Osagie Obasogie and Ann Zaret made a similar argument in the context of the use of ketamine by EMS workers to sedate patients under police arrest with the encouragement or direction of law enforcement. Body-camera footage analysis conducted by a police review agency revealed incidents of police officers participating in the paramedic's decision to administer ketamine. Police officers told paramedics to bring ketamine or were asked by paramedics whether ketamine should be injected and assisted by restraining individuals. Obasogie and Zaret argued that the Fourth Amendment, in the context
of excessive force claims, should impose limits similar to federal regulations on the use of chemical restraints, giving priority to medical necessity, individual autonomy, and a person's wellbeing.\footnote{313}{Id. at 51.}

Obasogie and Zaret were specifically concerned with medical professionals' participation in patient restraints and use of police force. Here we are dealing with a broader category of medical professionals participating in a particularly intrusive police investigative tool. Given the significant privacy and dignity interests of patients, court scrutiny of body cavity searches and warrants authorizing them should similarly incorporate and reflect legal, ethical, and professional mandates and guidelines that would otherwise apply to physicians and other medical provider conduct. Medical professionals should be mandated to consider the same and not just simply comply with police-directed medical interventions. It is true that having medical providers perform cavity searches are far preferable to having police doing it. But their participation should be with regulations and guidelines in place, regulations and guidelines that already exist in health law and other professional ethics and norms. Such protections must be incorporated as long as our system allows outside, non-law enforcement actors to participate in police investigations.

Compounding the problem of courts' approval of police-directed, and not medically-indicated intrusive interventions, a separate problem can be found in the problems stemming from the overlap of criminal and civil in these types of cases, which can lead less than clear rules to guide the conduct of medical. Part of the problem is due the fact that the rules may stem from different initiating legal questions. For example, in suppression hearings like in \textit{Brown} and \textit{Booker}, the question is whether a police officer, or police officer with the help of a medical professional as an agent, acted unconstitutionally. Suppression hearings are not about deciding medical professionals' liability, and not imposing any liability on the medical profession itself, and primarily speaking to law enforcement. In civil contexts, the alleged unlawful actor may be the police, the local government, or it may be the hospital, or doctor, or a combination of any of these. These cases also involve complicated questions of of civil rights, medical tort liability, health law, and criminal procedure; and no. Attorneys may not know to name all potentially liable defendants in civil actions. For example, in Sharon Brown's case, the attorney did not sue the doctor because of a Wisconsin statute immunizing medical providers who perform cavity searches, although the statute does not immunize them from negligence.\footnote{314}{Interview with Vincent Moccio (notes on file with author); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 895.535(1) (West 2019).}
The qualified immunity doctrine as applied to medical professionals contributes to the confusion. For example, in another body cavity litigation case, a court examined whether a "reasonable physician would have believed [the search] was lawful based on the information conveyed by the police officers who held Plaintiff in custody." The court did not have sufficient facts on the record to make this determination but indicated in dicta that perhaps if the doctor conducted the search that officers represented were authorized by a warrant, then they could rely on that representation. The court quoted language from a case involving a warrantless coerced blood test: "If police officers, trained in Fourth Amendment law and specifically charged to conduct their activities in conformance with the Constitution, are entitled to rely on legal or factual determinations made by another officer, then [medical professionals] should be able to do the same." In an earlier case, where the plaintiff was subjected to a vaginal search, the court held that the warrant supported the search and was facially valid, and that the physician was entitled to qualified immunity whether or not the warrant was supported by probable cause.

Finally, these cases may not necessarily surface to the level of complete court and doctrinal adjudication, or to a court case at all. In one case that got considerable press coverage, the plaintiff David Eckert settled for 1.6 million dollars but the liability of the doctor who performed the various procedures, including a colonoscopy, was not litigated. Torrence Jackson's case set off a media furor, but no civil suit has been filed. Mr. Jackson was pulled over by police for failing to use his turn signal and police found a bag of marijuana. Because police thought Mr. Jackson had hidden other drugs in his anus, they took him to the ER at St. Joseph's Hospital in Syracuse, New York. A judge signed off on a search warrant prepared by the arresting officers, permitting the hospital to use any means to recover drugs, including surgery. The medical staff sedated Jackson and performed a sigmoidoscopy. A few months later, Mr. Jackson received a bill of $4,595.12 for the procedure.
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As a result, most medical professionals may not be able to correctly decipher what these rules have to say about prospective medical professional conduct. Nor are hospital administration or risk management necessarily familiar with the overlap of health privacy law and criminal procedure.

Ultimately, medical professionals have little to fall back on to refuse to conduct these procedures. The American College of Emergency Physicians has issued a policy statement stating that “Emergency physicians may conscientiously refuse to carry out or comply with legal orders that violate the rights or jeopardize the welfare of their patients, recognizing that there may be legal repercussions for these decisions.”

But medical professionals who refuse to conduct searches can also be overridden by their institutions. The ER doctors in Torrence Jackson’s case refused to execute the warrant believing any procedures were medically unnecessary. They ended up doing the procedures because the hospital’s general counsel disagreed and overruled the doctors. These professional guidelines are also insufficient protection against criminal sanction, which though may not result, is definitely a possibility. And even if such possibility is remote, medical professionals could end up participating in conduct they think is against their medical ethics because they are afraid of legal consequences, such as arrest or the threat of arrest by police.

Though the focus of this section has been on body cavity searches, there are other ways police can intervene in medical care that can also implicate many of the same privacy, dignity, autonomy, and comparative public safety interest. For instance, physicians have reported police officers pressuring medical providers to give medical clearance for inmates or, as mentioned in the prior section, to delay treatment so that the police can question patients. The same concerns regarding body cavity searches may certainly apply in these kinds of police interventions in medical care as well.

In all of these instances, patients are at the mercy of two professions who are given a lot of leeway to perform their duties. Police are given much discretion to do their jobs. Medical professionals are also given a wide range to perform their duties. When these two professions intersect, without further guidelines, compounded discretion can lead to compounded abuse.
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IV. PROPOSED COUNTERVAILING LEGAL AUTHORITY

This asymmetrical and inadequate framework must be rebalanced and tightened to better aid medical professionals in their interactions with law enforcement and bolster patients' who fall victim to overbroad medical professional and law enforcement authority. Based on the current law, patients may have a range or combination of medical professionals: those who stalwartly defend their privacy rights; others who intend to defend their rights but feel like they cannot; medical professionals who may not be concerned with their obligations vis-à-vis a patient-suspects interactions with law enforcement; or medical professionals who are eager and adverse law enforcement partners.

This Part maps out a number of ways to correct the balance. Though law enforcement bears much if not more responsibility in the overlap of medical professionals and law enforcement, these proposed changes are directed to the medical professional. What follows is the beginning outlines of a solution to this complex intersection implicating numerous legal and regulatory areas.

A. Doctrinal Changes

The current criminal procedure doctrine does not adequately account for when medical professionals act as law enforcement state actors. Hence, one potential doctrinal change would take a better measure of the fluidity of interactions between medical professionals and law enforcement and make clearer when criminal procedural rules apply to medical professional-law enforcement actions. Such a change would set better parameters of when medical professionals are state actors when they participate in police investigations. Doctrinal changes would be one way to counter the current imbalance in the law governing searches, seizures, and interrogations, to bring more combined medical professional and law enforcement conduct under constitutional purview.

In Ferguson, the question of state action was a relatively easy one because the employees worked for a state hospital. But the Court's discussion provides the contours of a more nuanced state actor test for when medical professionals are involved in criminal investigations. The Court rejected the argument that the drug-testing program fell within a special needs exception. The Court examined the programmatic purpose and pointed to a number of factors to support its decision: the collaboration between the hospital and police in the development of the program; the threat of criminal prosecution; and that the immediate objective of the program was to generate evidence for the
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Although these factors were not analyzed to determine state action, they provide us with a useful way of thinking through medical professional overlap with law enforcement.

By replacing "program" with "action," a doctrinal test could be constructed from the Ferguson Court's reasoning that may capture a more accurate and wider range of medical professional-law enforcement action within constitutional review. Courts would have to consider a number of factors to assess whether the medical professionals acted in their medical capacity or more like law enforcement: (1) the extent of cooperation between law enforcement and the hospital (informal and formal); (2) the extent of police presence allowed in healthcare settings, either by policy or practice; (3) the extent to which medical professional and law enforcement interacted in performing the instant search or questioning/interrogation; (4) whether criminal prosecution was at issue for the patient; (5) and whether the immediate objective of the alleged search or questioning was to generate evidence.

An additional factor would assess whether mandatory reporting obligations played a part in the medical professionals' decisionmaking and conduct and the extent to which medical professionals provided information beyond the reporting obligations. Mandatory reporting obligations have been used to justify all sorts of disclosures. Though mandatory reporting obligations do not automatically confer state actor status, and in most instances do not, they should be a factor to consider when assessing whether medical professionals are acting as law enforcement.

Such a multi-factored approach would not only provide remedies for a broader range of would-be unconstitutional conduct but would also give guidance to law enforcement and medical professionals. This approach would also send a message that courts will no longer overlook or gloss over the reality of blurred lines in healthcare settings.

Other doctrinal changes could also remedy the current imbalance. Tests could be formulated for specific types of investigative methods. For example, courts could include requirements for warrants of patient information from their bodies and from private patient care settings. Because of the immense privacy, dignity, and autonomy interests at risk, magistrates should require a heightened showing. For example, the warrant would have to include facts underlying medical necessity when medical interventions are proposed by police.

Changes to doctrine are necessary in addition to any additional statutory protections. Criminal procedure doctrine is still the primary vehicle for regulating law enforcement investigative behavior. In ad-
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dition, dealing with entrenched laws on reporting obligations and corresponding interesting groups may prove to make legislative change difficult. Courts can accomplish what legislatures cannot.

B. Statutory Protections

Countervailing legal authority can be constructed by increasing statutory protections and guidance necessary to provide better guardrails for medical professional conduct vis-à-vis law enforcement. Such authority could be created by changing existing statutory authority, including HIPAA, state laws, and enacting affirmative protective provisions state medical privacy statutes.

1. HIPAA

Several changes to HIPAA could be enacted to reinforce patient privacy protections. First, HIPAA enforcement should reflect the kinds of dynamic interactions between police and medical professionals described here. The addition of a private right of action in HIPAA could make for more robust claims for privacy violations by patients, including the ability to meaningfully rely upon HIPAA violations when making constitutional claims.

Aspects of the current Privacy Rule can also be expanded. The Rule contains language that could better regulate law enforcement disclosure. It provides further regulations for disclosures related to victims of abuse, neglect or domestic violence, as well as crime victims. These provisions provide more guidance and parameters than those related to certain types of wounds or injuries, reporting crime in emergencies, and reports made to avert a future serious threat to health or safety. For victims of crime, (including abuse, neglect, and domestic violence), the Rule specifies a preference for obtaining consent; outlines when disclosure is necessary even without consent; advises that a representation must be obtained that the information is not intended to be used against the individual; and that the individual must be promptly notified that such a report has been made.

326. A former privacy officer at DHHS stated that the kinds of police access to patient health information as described in this Article are not really what HIPAA enforcement mechanisms and privacy infringements are designed for. (Interview with Former HIPAA Privacy Officer) (notes on file with author) (identity withheld at request of interviewee).
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more protective language about victims could be extended to all pa-
tients who come under law enforcement scrutiny and whose patient
health information could be requested by law enforcement.

Protective measures could also be taken through agency action.
Agency guidance could make more explicit and narrow the kinds of
public safety-based provisions not preempted by HIPPA.333 More lan-
guage to guide medical providers may also guard against over- and too
much disclosure. A presumption could be applied to HIPAA that law
enforcement disclosures should not be made unless a specific showing
is made by the requesting authority. HIPAA could also include cau-
tionary language about potentially overbroad law enforcement, includ-
ing the use of body cameras in health care settings or in asking medical
providers for health care information without a formal request.

These kinds of protective changes are necessary, especially in light
of recent efforts to broaden medical professional discretion to disclose
information to law enforcement under HIPAA. One of the last agency
rule changes proposed by the Trump Administration applied to provi-
sions of the Privacy Rule.334 The proposals include changing the “seri-
ous and imminent threat” standard in the permitted public safety dis-
losure provision with “serious and reasonably foreseeable threat.”335
This change would expand the latitude given to medical professionals
to share health information with law enforcement. The proposals also
recommend changing “exercise of professional judgment” with “good
faith belief.” This change would similarly give more discretion and per-
mission to medical professionals and make their exercises of discretion
virtually immune from review.

2. State Law

State laws are equally if not more relevant to day-to-day medical
practice than federal laws and regulations.

One possible state law change would be to get rid of mandatory re-
porting obligations for medical providers. This kind of change may be
unlikely given the longevity of mandatory reporting obligations and
their broad acceptance, in addition to the political challenges of getting
rid of them entirely. But certain other statutory measures could be
taken to tighten or narrow these obligations. The reporting duties
could be made discretionary, or be limited. A number of states have
done just that in domestic violence and sexual assault cases to address
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concerns about the autonomy and safety of victims. Some states exempt domestic violence and sexual assault from mandatory reporting.336 Others require patient consent or deidentifying patients, as some states have done with sexual assault or domestic violence cases.337

The reporting obligations could also require a certain degree of certainty. Currently, the immunity granted to medical professionals is broadly worded. They could be amended so that medical professionals are not immunized from overbroad or otherwise unconstitutional conduct. State laws could have a companion to disclosure and immunity requirements, similar to HIPAA, that lists what medical professionals should not do, or at least to legislate the ability of medical professionals to defer to their ultimate decision-making based upon their ethics.

In addition, a counterbalance to mandatory reporting obligations is necessary. One counterbalance would be to impose penalties for the incorrect exercise of mandatory reports or if medical professionals abuse their reporting duties. Penalties could be included in state medical practice acts which govern the practice of medicine. These laws addresses both licensure and continuing practice requirements.338 Many medical practice acts also have a laundry list of prohibitions that could lead to disciplinary action.339 Practice acts could specifically include overbroad conduct or participation in law enforcement activities. Or such medical professionals’ violations for law enforcement cooperation could be based on existing grounds, such as failing to practice in a manner consistent with public health and welfare.340 For example, in Illinois, disciplinary actions could ensue from failing to report abuse; a corresponding penalty for an abuse of that discretion could be enacted.341 At a minimum, the “good faith” presumption existing in many states could also be omitted or replaced with language expressing caution.

In stark contrast to the litany of reporting mandates, there is little obligation on medical professionals to report the overbroad authority of police. Indeed, it seems as though many of the described scenarios, including cavity searches where no drugs are discovered, would be an instance of overbroad police authority. Even though hospitals are the likely destinations of victims of excessive police force, or in some instances, the sites of excessive police force, there is no mechanism like
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mandatory reporting obligations or an appropriate entity to make those reports. Even if other changes could not be made to mandatory reporting schemes, such mechanisms should be created, to facilitate reporting or at the very least the collection of data on use of force incidents observed and witnessed by medical professionals.

Finally, many of these issues arise from the direct access that police have to healthcare settings. Either medical privacy statutes or state constitutions could protect patient spaces from law enforcement presence. I previously argued for a sanctuary-based conception in the courts’ protection of the emergency room in Fourth Amendment contexts. This could be extended into a positive statutory right of privacy in healthcare settings, so the fluid exchange of information and evidence could be curtailed.

C. Education

Separate and apart from changes to doctrine and creating statutory legal protections would be a requirement that medical professionals be educated on the law as well as the consequences of their actions. This kind of education must include the criminal procedure implications of actions taken by medical professionals. Just as medical professionals are trained in chain-of-custody requirements for forensic investigations, they should also be trained on how their actions could affect a patient down the road—for example, how might medical professional’s actions compromise a patient’s constitutional rights? Such education is essential so medical professional do not unintentionally erode their patient's rights vis-à-vis the police.

This kind of education is also necessary because it would combine health privacy and laws that medical professionals may be familiar with what they likely have less familiarity with—criminal procedure and constitutional law. One effort to address the knowledge gap can be found in the Toolkit developed by the Working Group on Policing of Patient Rights begun by me and a handful of other lawyers and healthcare providers. The Toolkit gives medical professionals an overview of the ways policing objectives in the emergency room conflict with patients’ rights. These types of publications can be one way to disseminate knowledge about the law and legal consequences of police in healthcare settings.

Further education should include how medical professionals should comply with disclosure obligations. Any employees who have access to protected health information must receive HIPAA Awareness training. But even though medical professionals may be trained on the HIPAA Privacy Rule generally, the actual training on law enforcement

exceptions may be less than robust. More training could include how HIPAA interacts with mandatory reporting obligations, how medical professionals can exercise their discretion, how implicit biases may affect their reporting duties, and provide practical fundamentals of the criminal process, such as what constitutes a valid warrant.

In addition, medical professionals be educated on the harms of policing, particularly the harms to communities where they provide medical services. Many medical professionals who come into contact with law enforcement will do so because they are working in hospitals used by low-income and racial minority groups. Physicians in Los Angeles have been conducting trainings to educate medical providers on the history of policing in their geographic area; how that policing affects the minority communities serviced by their hospitals, as a preface to highlight how physicians and other medical providers can think of patient privacy in conjunction with policing; and how policing can perpetuate and exacerbate, rather than mitigate the mental and physical harms to their patients. This kind of training could be replicated in other jurisdictions to educate physicians not just on their legal and ethical obligations, but to reorient their stance towards the communities they serve.

D. Limitations

These proposed prescriptions, however, will inevitably come up against structural and institutional obstacles. One major obstacle is hospitals that may have different motivations and incentives to work with law enforcement than individual medical providers. One physician who heads up his hospital's emergency department relayed the resistance the physicians faced from hospital administration, legal counsel, and related law enforcement agencies in trying to implement patient-centered privacy approaches. Other doctors have expressed frustration at their institutions' failures to address many of the concerns outlined here, or that hospital administration cared far more about relationships with law enforcement. One hospital was so concerned with workplace safety that the hospital now has a wide-ranging set of policies that clearly distinguish the type of care given to anyone in police custody, regardless of their legal status, as long as a police officer is standing next to them.

Hospital administration and legal counsel must be on board to make institutional and policy changes; they are ultimately the ones in charge. statutory changes could force hospitals to change their policies.
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However, litigation and liability may well be necessary in order for hospitals to see that they have been giving law enforcement too much benefit of the doubt in situations that may well violate the law and, on a broader level, contribute to inequities in healthcare and the criminal legal system.

CONCLUSION

Medical professionals have become part of the fabric of policing, by statute, regulation, institutional practice, and court permission, in ways that are much broader and are in direct conflict with their obligations. Taking into account medical professionals and how they intersect with law enforcement is particularly vital not only because of their critical and unique role in healthcare and the medical profession’s own role in racial and socio-economic inequities. As more cities and states look to other social welfare institutions like care settings to take over duties formerly conducted by police, it is also imperative to know and change the ways these institutions and their actors have adopted policing characteristics themselves. There is also more to be done by ethicists, scholars, and advocates, to fully unearth the relationship between two important professions and how their combined authority could exacerbate the harm on vulnerable, highly surveilled, and policed populations.

Finally, medical professionals are but one set of institutional actors who are involved in policing. This Article has set out a framework to think through how other non-law enforcement actors may have become deeply embedded into policing through legal and regulatory mechanisms, yet with little guidance or accountability. Understanding the full scope of legally sanctioned and accepted policing action by other actors in social welfare institutions must precede future efforts to change the way policing functions in our society.